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Introduction
In recent years, the study of decision making in the economic field has reached a
new level of maturity thanks to the renewed interconnections with the field of
psychology and, in particular, thanks to the development of the field known as
“behavioural economics”. This development has led to study the behaviour of
economic agents from a different angle. The study of these behaviours has
supported the development of new theories. Among these, the American
economist and 2017 Nobel Prize in Economic Science Richard H. Thaler together
with the American jurist Cass R. Sunstein formulated the Nudging Theory, defined
by its authors as "any aspect of choice architecture that alters people's behaviour
in a predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their
economic incentives1”.

The main theme of this thesis is the Nudging theory with a focus on its application
in human-computer interfaces. I have chosen to analyse this theory for different
reasons, first of all, my interest in new technologies and in particular the complex
uses that these can have in several contexts. A second motivation has been the
opportunity of studying and learning how to apply a theory, whose dissemination
is mainly in offline contexts, in the new online environments.

The aim of this thesis is, therefore, to study the persuasive techniques and in
particular the Nudging Theory through an empirical research. The thesis studies
the potential of this technique through its implementation in an online platform.
The research is composed by the creation of two websites aiming at both raising
awareness and favouring the inhibition about the problem of the Hate Speech
Online, a concept defined by the European Commission “as the public incitement
to violence or hatred directed to groups or individuals on the basis of certain
1

Thaler, R., & Sunstein, C. (2009). Nudge, improving decisions about health, wealth and
happiness
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characteristics, including race, colour, religion, descent and national or ethnic
origin2”, with the aid of techniques based on the Nudging Theory.

The experiment, that will be described in detail below, proposes two websites: in
both the theme remains the same but the modalities through which the contents
are presented and the techniques used are different. In fact, on one platform,
there is no implementation of the Nudging Theory while the other one is based
solely on it. Once the visit to each platform has been completed, a questionnaire
is submitted in order to evaluate the effectiveness of this theory online.

The thesis is composed of three chapters. The first one proposes an overview of
the field of persuasive technologies and introduces some of its main techniques.
The second chapter describes the Nudging Theory as well as the "choice
architecture" and explains how and why the Nudging theory is effective. The thesis
closes with the third chapter in which the concept of Hate Speech Online (i.e. the
case study of this thesis) is explained in detail as well as the theme of Digital
Nudging, along with the application of this theory. This last chapter focuses on the
study of how the Nudging Theory can be applied online to alleviate the
phenomenon of online hate speech.

2

European Commission., (2018), Countering illegal hate speech online. Fact Sheet.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Persuasive
Technologies and Captology
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1.1.

Persuasive Technologies and Captology

1.1.1. Overview of Persuasive Technologies and Captology

The Persuasion through technological artefacts has been defined by B.J. Fogg as
“an attempt to change attitudes or behaviours or both of a given user (without
using coercion or deception)”. The study of Persuasion has a long history: the
philosophers in Ancient Greece believed that the ability to speak persuasively was
crucial to preserve a healthy democracy. In the 1900s the research of persuasion
was inspired by the American government, which had the intent to persuade the
population to support war efforts. Subsequently, the field of marketing and
advertising began to analyse, inspired by study in social psychology, different
methods of influence and persuasion and how to apply them to increase
corporates gains.
As much as this studies and experiences have contributed to the enrichment of
the domain of Persuasion, nowadays is difficult to find a single definition, because,
each approach has its limitations.
During the XX century, with the diffusion of the mass media, including radio,
television and newspapers, the opportunity of persuading people extended the
studies on Persuasion by starting to conduct experiments and adopting the
scientific method.
The introduction of Persuasive Technologies computer and digital objects, during
the XXI century, has - similarly - led to the introduction of new possible ways of
Persuasion.
There are three principal differences between the traditional media and the socalled Persuasive Technologies. First, they are featured with interactive software
that not only are able to deliver a persuasive message but they can also affect the
actions of the user, for example, an app can promote a particular type of
behaviour and send a persuasive message, like a positive feedback, when the
manner is adopted. Secondly, persuasive technologies are able to take into
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consideration the personal profile of the user and choose which communication
strategies use in accordance with the profile. For example, on the Web, an app can
access to detailed information, such as online purchases and, thanks to this
feature, the application will be able to choose specific tactics and consequently
persuade the user. Finally, the third difference concerns the availability of sensor.
In fact, new technologies have the possibility to identify the location of the user,
either from an app or from a computer, and therefore push the person toward a
certain direction.

Persuasive Technologies can take on many forms, B.J. Fogg states that in some
cases they may not even be visible to the user. The technologies are becoming, in
fact, invisible and subtly incorporated into everyday life. B.J. Fogg claims that the
potential for these technologies is giant. The computers, for instance, weren't
designed to persuade but for managing data, however, when they shifted from
research labs to everyday life, some of them have turned into Persuasive
Technologies. By belonging to this group, computers are more powerful than
traditional media and they fit the profile of human persuaders. Specifically, there
are six advantages for computers: they are persistent because they don't get
weary or disheartened, computers allow anonymity and this helps the users to get
through social forces that usually affect negatively the people, they can store,
access and manipulate huge volume of data. Computers can use many modalities,
this enables to meet people's predilections for visual, audio, or textual experiences
and computers software can scale. Computers, lastly, are ubiquitous, i.e. the
ability to be everywhere, this gives them the possibility to act in a specific moment
and place, giving a great persuasive power.

The expression Captology is an acronym for "Computers As Persuasive
Technologies”. This expression was coined by B.J. Fogg in 1996. The role of
Captology is to study persuasive technological components and how to combine
them in order to guide the user's choices, both in virtual and physical
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environments. Captology is an uncommon method and not well-known, however,
it provides the possibility to design plans of psychological subordination in order
to orient the behaviour of a person towards a pre-determined direction.
Captology is characterised by the focus on human-computer-interaction rather
than computer-mediated-communication, because the discipline investigates the
way people are persuaded or motivated when interacting with computing devices
and not through them. Moreover, Captology is interested in the planned
persuasive effects, it focuses on the behaviour changes intended by the designers,
therefore Captology studies endogenous intent, that is the persuasive techniques
that the designer has implemented in the device.

1.1.2 The Logical Fallacies

The persuasion techniques used on Technologies are several, but one type it is
more prevalent: The Logical Fallacies.
Logical Fallacies are a flaw in reasoning able to convince and persuade, they are
inferences that, “even if invalid from a formal point of view, appear as plausible
and therefore are psychologically persuasive'' (Cohen et al., 1993; Hamblin, 1970).
They are incorrect from the point of the Classic Logic, although they are
psychologically plausible and due to that they have persuasive potential.
The fallacy known as argumentum ad hominem it's a reasoning in which to deny a
theory it's questioned the credibility or the consistency of the person that
supports the theory, based on personal attributes that are untied to the argument
at issue. Thanks to Leo Strauss, German- American political philosopher and to one
of its “reduction ad Hitlerum” it is possible to understand the mechanism of this
fallacy with the following example:
1.

A is vegetarian

2.

Also Hitler was vegetarian, therefore A is like Hiltler

3.

Consequently: being vegetarian is wrong
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The aim is to reduce the credibility of the speaker comparing him or her to a figure
that is generally evaluated negatively.
The fallacy of argumentum ad misericordiam consists in trying to convince the
interlocutor to accept a concept by using pity or related emotion. For instance, in
the advertisement created by charity organizations is very common the use of a
person in need to leverage emotion
The fallacy named argumentum ad verecundiam uses an authority figure to
support an idea, regularly it is used a personality that is not even skilled in the
matter at stake; this fallacy is also known as the fallacy of the endorsement. In
advertising, in fact is very common, to use popular celebrity to sponsor a product,
even if he or she is not expert in the product's field.
In the fallacy of argument ad populum, the key is to use the opinion of the majority
in order to support a specific theory. This type of fallacy is very diffused, for
instance, when the majority of people appreciate a movie it will be considered
automatically worth-watching.
The fallacy known as the argumentum ad baculum, hide the persuasion in threats
to get the idea accepted. An example of this fallacy was mentioned in the article
published in the 2014 “Influencing the Others’ Minds: An Experimental Evaluation
of the Use and Efficacy of Fallacious-Reducible Arguments in Web and Mobile
Technologies” by Antonio Lieto and Fabiana Vernero. In this paper they proposed
an example inspired to Pascal's Gamble (Pascal, 1864), is: “If you don't believe that
God exists, when you die you will be judged and sent to Hell, so it is safer to believe
in God”.

The fallacy argument consequentiam utilises the consequences of an act with the
intent to persuade to not commit the act at issue. This fallacy could be used both
in a positive and in a negative way. Here a positive example: “If there is an afterlife,
then we will meet our loved ones again. Therefore: there must be an afterlife3”.
3

Lieto, A., Vernero F., (2014), Influencing the Other’s Minds: An Experimental Evaluation of the
Use and Efficacy of Fallacious – Reducible Arguments in Web and Mobile Technologies, In:
PsychNology Journal, Vol. 12, No. 3, 87 – 105.
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The last type is the Accent Fallacy, in this, the premise assumes a meaning by virtue
of a certain emphasis given to the words or to the conclusion. The Accent Fallacy
is very common in advertising, when for example a special discount is displayed in
bright colours or in a bigger font4.

Besides the Logical Fallacies, there are other Persuasive Techniques spreading on
the interactive Technologies. For example, the tailoring techniques: they design
customized information that is going to be felt as more appealing to the user
because they will respect (i.e. will be “tailored” upon) their personal preferences,
objectives, and experiences. Another example is when a platform uses the causeand-effect relationships, in this case, the computer allows the users to have a safe
place where simulate a specific situation and introduce inputs to see the
consequences. In the “Persuasive Technology. Using Computers to Change What
we Think and Do”, B.J. Fogg proposed an example based on the cause-and effect
relationship. He mentioned the potential of a “simulation program of city”, he
believed that by using this program, it would be possible to anticipate certain
situation, for example the population growth and therefore understand which
arrangements are needed in this specific scenario. Finally, the surveillance
techniques rely on the idea that people tend to modify their behaviour if they are
aware to be observed.

1.1.3 Persuading through "The Functional Triad"

All persuasive technologies are interactive technologies. B.J. Fogg, explained this
concept through a model called "The Functional Triad", demonstrating that
computing technologies can operate in three basic ways: as tools, as media, and
as social actors. These three actions help to understand the different ways people

4

Lieto, A., Vernero F., (2014), Influencing the Other’s Minds: An Experimental Evaluation of the
Use and Efficacy of Fallacious – Reducible Arguments in Web and Mobile Technologies, In:
PsychNology Journal, Vol. 12, No. 3, 87 – 105.
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use a computing device and how he or she reacts to it. It is very common, today,
to use a device that is the result of the combination of these three functions.

The principal purpose of a computing technology is to serve as a tool, its aim is to
ensure the success of the activities in a simpler and serviceable way and to make
things that would be impossible without technology. The devices that act as a tool
will be able to impact, to influence and to motivate the user in precise directions.
For B.J. Fogg, the device used as a persuasive tool is designed to modify attitude
or conduct by making easier for the user to attain its wishes and urges. In addition,
he claims that this practice is going to increase its popularity over the years.

The forms of Persuasion Technology tools identified by B.J. Fogg are seven, he
believes that these seven types are not separated by harsh boundaries, on the
contrary, they usually incorporate two or more tools to obtain the wanted result.
The following paragraph will describe the seven Persuasive Technologies used as
tools: reduction technologies, tunnelling technologies, tailoring technologies,
suggestion technologies, self-monitoring technologies, surveillance technologies
and conditioning technologies.
The Reduction Technology transforms an elaborated series of activities into a
simple experience, it decreases the number of the steps needed to reach the goal
and make a behaviour easier to perform.
The key element in the Tunnelling Technology is the creation of an established
path for the user, a sequence of actions to simply follow step by step. This type of
tool transforms the users in captive audience and it might be perceived as
unethical due to the little space that it gives to the user. In some cases,
unfortunately, Tunnelling Technologies may be felt as coercion, yet is appreciated
by the user because the public prize consistency.
Tailoring Technologies is based on using significant personal details to change
attitudes or behaviours. This tool is designed to make the users' experience
simpler since it provides targeted information elaborated according to the user's
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preferences. Tailored information is compelling and applied to several type or
Persuasive Technologies for different purposes, we can find some examples on ecommerce sites. Tailoring Technologies is, therefore, a popular way to persuade
because when people recognise that they are receiving customized messages they
pay more attention.
Intervening at the Right Time is considered by B.J. Fogg as an interactive
computing product and he has named it Suggestion Technology. The main feature
of this tool is to suggest a certain behaviour at the opportune moment. Identifying
the Right Time can be difficult. Psychologists have detected some characteristic in
the attitude of computers' users that helped to determine the right moment to
persuade: assure that the user is in good spirits, that his view of the world doesn't
match any longer with the reality and finally that the user feels in debt for a favour
he or she has received.
B.J. Fogg described the Self-Monitoring Technology as a tool that allows people to
track themselves in a way that they may change behaviours to attain their goals.
This technology meets the natural human necessity of self-understanding since it
helps the people to learn more about themselves.
On the contrary, the Surveillance Technology enables to learn about others and is
one of the most popular in the marketplace today, the reason why is common is
that it works. The behaviour of the people changes when they are aware of being
watched, in fact, they will try to meet the expectations of the watcher. In order to
work the Surveillance Technology must be overt, not covert.
The last form of Persuasive Technology as a tool is the Conditioning Technology,
this system uses principles of operant conditioning, which is a methodology that
gives positive backup or rewards to change people's attitudes.

Besides the original role of the computers as a tool, there is also the function of
media. A computer is recognised as a media when it functions as symbolic, i.e. use
icons, texts or graphs to pass an information, or when it operates as sensory, i.e.
it uses sensory to convey information, i.e. audio or video. Captology, however,
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focuses mainly on computers that function as sensory media, because in this way
the computer can motivate and persuade through interactive experiences:
simulations. The simulations emulate the real world, studies have shown that the
participants to this type of experiences react to virtual representation as if they
were real.
B.J. Fogg divides the simulations into three categories: simulated cause-and-effect
scenarios, simulated environments and simulated objects.
The Cause-and-Effect Simulations is a compelling method to test different
scenarios. By using dynamic technologies like computers, people can mimic a
situation, introduce inputs and then inspect the results and the consequences.
This experiment, not only, is able to transmit a trustworthy vision but, it also opens
to a safe place to explore new situations. It is necessary to precise that nothing
ensures the obtaining of correct outcomes, the designer can't be aware of the
elements that would interact in the real world.
Environment Simulations, similarly to the previous simulation, provide a safe
scenario to assess new attitudes and context. The new surroundings are defined
by B.J. Fogg as high-end virtual reality applications. Virtual environments provide
a safe place, are controllable and the user can start or stop at any time. Simulated
scenarios motivate and persuade the people to experiment a particular behaviour
and push them to try to attain it in the real world, they can also be used to adopt
another person's perspective.
Environment Simulations are used in the health and fitness industry to drive and
persuade people to exercise, in addition, they are used to defeat phobias such as
fear of heights, fear of public speaking or arachnophobia. Virtual reality therapy
can help people to overcome their phobias, as a matter of fact, the results
demonstrate that when a user reduces his or her fears in the virtual world he or
she will react better to the phobia in the real world.
Contrary to the Environment simulation, that creates a virtual space, the Object
simulations use a series of tools that go with the user into the real world. By using
this method users can practice on how the object would influence their personal
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routine and it's very common for representing abstract concepts. This simulation
is highly influencing, the object will enter into the real life of the person, he or she
will not need to imagine anything because it will have a real impact on his or her
personal life thanks to the object. In conclusion, B.J. Fogg affirms that when it
comes to persuasion, experience makes a difference.

The third cornerstone of the functional triad involves the computers as social
actors. Often when people use an interactive technology, they communicate with
it as it were another human being, in fact, they usually get emotionally involved
and they identify the computers as teammates. This perception has implication
for persuasion, computers can take advantage of these reactions and influence to
motivate and easily persuade. B.J. Fogg identified five social cues that explain the
reason why people use interactive technologies as though as they were social
entities.
The firsts are the physical cues, transmitted through physical attributes on the
computing products. Even if these characteristics are enough to influence, it is
necessary to add that a physical attractiveness can increase the impact on social
persuasion. In fact, studies have confirmed that it's easier to believe, appreciate
and follow what or who is perceived as attractive. This is due to the "halo effect”
elaborated by psychologist Edward Thorndike, with this term he introduces the
idea that “first impressions have such a long-lasting and powerful effect”.
According to B.J. Fogg “If someone is physically attractive, people tend to assume
they also have a host of admirable qualities, such as intelligence and honesty”. For
example, when a device, platform or avatar is attractive, it is going to profit from
its appearance and it will be defined as capable, reliable and credible product just
for its pleasant look. Therefore, it's very important, when designing a technology,
to determine what is recognised as attractive from the target because this will
secure a greater persuasion effect.
The second type of cues is Psychological, in this case by using text messages that
convey empathy or icons that represented emotions or more complex cues it will
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bring the user to assume that the device has feelings, preferences and an identity.
In the area of Psychological cues, B.J. Fogg claims that similarity it is key for the
designer of Persuasive Technologies because when the user can mirror himself or
herself with the product, he or she will be influenced to change his or her
behaviours. Psychological cues have been criticised for being unethical: it can
happen that they misinform the true nature of the product, for this reason, the
designer should incorporate only the convenient psychological cues.
Influencing through Language is the third cue, interactive technologies are able to
use written or spoken languages to show social presence and so influence the final
user, like dialogue boxes. Amazon.com, for instance, uses recommendation,
tailored purchasing preferences or welcomes the user by name. Praises are
considered very effective too, they make the people feel better about themselves
and more powerful, in fact, they usually perform better after receiving a
compliment. If a technology praises the user, he or she will tend to feel appreciate
and use again the product.
The fourth cue is Social Dynamics, unwritten rules used to interact with others,
they are present in various cultures and they represent a series of strict customs
to follow when interacting with others. To transmit social presence the technology
might use Social Dynamics. In every Social Dynamic between humans, one rule is
always followed: reciprocity. When someone receives a favour he or she must
render because he or she will feel indebted. Since this dynamic is so popular it will
also be pursued in the interaction between humans and machines.
Persuading by Adopting Social Roles is the fifth and the final cue, if a computer
plays the role of an authoritarian position, such as a teacher or a judge, it will
become more influential. Some other technologies try to influence by playing the
role of a friend or an entertainer, and also in this case, it will be functioning
properly. Even though this method is working it can't be applied when the only
scope of the interactive technology is to increase efficiency.
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The field of Captology and Persuasive Technologies is growing and always
changing both in forms and components. In the future, the motivation and the
shapes of this type of technologies are going to evolve and enrich in order to offer
state-of-the-art Persuasive Techniques.
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1.2 Credibility and Ethic of Persuasive Technologies

1.2.1 Credibility on the Web and in Computing products

Credibility represents a key factor on the Web and for computing products,
without it, they are not likely to be persuasive. As a matter of fact, when a
technology is credible it will be possible to increase its potential and therefore,
modify behaviours and opinions. B.J. Fogg defined the credibility as believability
and he affirms that credibility is a perceived quality, however, it isn't totally
arbitrary.
Researchers and psychologist from the psychology and the communication field
pointed out that the people use trustworthiness to assess the morality of the
source, and expertise to judge the knowledge and experience of the source. These
two elements are used altogether to develop an assessment of the credibility of a
technology.
Additionally, B.J. Fogg has identified seven contexts, in human-computer
interactions, where the credibility is crucial. Among these situations the credibility
is necessary when a technology is instructing or advising the user, reporting
measures or providing information and analysis. Even when reporting work
performances credibility is relevant as much as when running simulations in virtual
environments meaning that the virtual setting must be convincing to persuade the
user. In the case of a computing technology performing in one of these situations,
and not being perceived as credible, the device will risk to not be perceived as
persuasive.

In terms of Web Credibility, the main figures involved are the Web users and the
Web designers. The second category must create highly credible sites for the first
category since they will determine if the page is credible or not. If a website wants
to improve its credibility it could give the possibility to the users to assess the
information on the platform, designs and includes elements that would allow
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people to get in touch with the Website and its designers. On the other hand, Web
Credibility is lost when the site is linked to pages that have a poor reputation, ads
can injure the site too because they often distract the user. Other two situations
can also damage the credibility and not persuade the user: if the domain name
used on the platform is not corresponding to the name of the product, service or
company displayed on the website or if the contents are not update.

During the research about credibility, B.J. Fogg discovered that credibility hasn't
been classified or divided into categories. Therefore, he attempted to propose
four types of credibility: presumed, surface, reputed and earned.
The presumed credibility is based on the general assumption in the user's mind.
Computing technologies are considered credible, people esteem the computers
and so they often believe in them more than in humans. On the Web, for example,
when a Website is recognised as the official site for a certain service it will gain
presumed credibility.
The surface credibility is based on an initial impression, conceived on a prime
perception of the surface traits. This credibility is very important in particular for
Web surfers, in fact, an Internet user tends to leave a Website or stop to use a
computing technology when they realise that it lacks in credibility. On a Web page,
the surface credibility is in the visual design and in how simple is the approach
with the platform. To enhance the surface credibility designer must highlight
components that improve the platform credibility. The aspects that persuade the
users are not always the same, they usually depend on how each person reacts to
persuasion, on the specific situation and target of the site and even on the culture.
The reputed credibility is based on others' assessments and criterions. The
credibility in this case, can have the form of an award, a link or a recommendation
from a third party. On the Web is possible to find a seal of approval, used on the
site to ensure the credibility of the platform or a link from one Web platform to
another, that can also confirm the site trustworthiness.
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The last type of credibility is the earned one, this represents the more powerful
and difficult category, it is based on the direct experience of the user in a
continued period of time. This sort of credibility becomes stronger with the time,
and it leads to a behaviour that will hardly change. When a Website gains the
earned credibility, people will surf on the platform more often and will spend more
time on it. The keys to earning credibility are to customize the Website, to tailor
the content and to be sure that the platform is responsive to users' issues.

In conclusion, credibility is a crucial element, as we have seen the platform's users
tend to decrease when the product is perceived inadequate for its lack of
credibility, and it is difficult that the technology will win back the lost credibility.
For these reasons, credibility should be considered as one of the most important
elements when designing a Website or computing technology.

1.2.2 Ethical issues of Persuasive Technologies

Generally, the population is divided into two categories, the first believes that the
persuasion is unethical because its only attempt is to change the behaviours and
the attitudes of others and the second, instead, has a positive view of the
persuasion.
When it comes to persuasive technology there are several ethical concerns, first
of all, the fact that the perception of persuasion depends on the cultural affiliation,
and so is necessary to design a product that considers a waste range of ethical
issues, since they have a position of advantage. In computing technology can be
hard to identify the method that the product is using to influence the user, for
instance in some applications the devices can be relative novel and so distract the
user to boost the effect of persuasion. Computers can profit from the common
positive reputation as a credible source and as a persistent media to have a great
impact on persuading the users. The final ethical issue regards taking responsibility
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for errors, computers can offer emotional cues, can motive or advise but they can't
be blamed when an error occurs.
All these concerns put the people in difficulty and in a position of disadvantage.

On the Web and in computing products the methods used to persuade in unethical
ways are similar, for instance threats or false information. The use of emotions is
very common because humans react to emotion so eagerly and by using them a
product can cause a persuasion effect. This method, though, can be unethical
when it wants to exploit the consumer of the technology, and in general, it has an
improper position of power over the user.
Two methods are considered, instead, always unethical, the first is deception, for
instance, on the Web are very common advertising of fake information or false
prizes. The second is coercion: its attempt is to change people's behaviours, a
common example is when during a software installation it is required to get
useless additional programs to download the needed software, and so the choice
of the user is limited for the software designer's interest.

B.J. Fogg has marked two unethical practises as Red Flags, the operant
conditioning and the surveillance. The operant condition is based on the use of
sanction or reinforcement to encourage any behaviour, this is effective in the
short run but it is limited in the long run. The operant condition can be ethical
when the user of a computing technology is informed and the punishment is
inoffensive. The surveillance is primarily used in a punitive way but it can also be
used to support or to help the consumer with a technology.

Summing up: interactive technologies might be seen as both ethical or unethical
but, roughly speaking, it is the designer that will determine the nature of the
product and how it is perceived by the users.
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1.3 New trends in Captology and Persuasive Technologies

1.3.1 Mobile and Networked Technologies

Timing and context are essential in Persuasive Technologies and Captology, but
today they are not the only features that are necessary to persuade.
Nowadays networked and mobile technologies are creating new directions in the
Persuasion Technologies, for these products intervening at the right moment or
place is eased thanks to new components that are able to boost the persuasion
effects.
For B.J. Fogg mobile technology is a source of influence that will be used not only
for promoting products or services but also for personal improvement, for
example in community involvement, safety and health.
One of the main reasons why mobile technology is a great persuader is that it is
with the user throughout all the day, it can intervene at the convenient moment
with suggestions or reminders and is consistently usable.
In order to design a successful mobile technology, the device needs to be simple
and the user should be feeling in a friendship relationship with it.

Another innovative form of form of Persuasive Technology, that has enriched this
field, is represented by the “connected” technologies. This type of product is able
to spread the most recent news, leverage on social influence strategies and
motivate the user. In this category the social influence has a key role in driving and
persuading the users, researchers have proved that people behave differently
when they are in the company of other people or when they are aware of being
watched. For example, the App Runtastic, tracks all the sport and fitness activity
of one person, is connected with the social network Facebook where is possible to
share the results of a hypothetical run with their Facebook friends. This will motive
the user to run for a longer period.
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Mobile and networked technologies have become over the years the most popular
form of vehicle for Persuasion Technology, thanks to their new attributes and
advancements they are now the form of device mainly diffused over the market.

Coming back to Captology, B.J. Fogg has identified five possible new trends for this
discipline. Among them, the increase of smart products as part of our everyday
life: especially the mobile phone as a medium for persuasion or the focus on
influence strategies and tactics. He also confirmed that the pace of the research is
increasing and that the study of persuasion has become simpler. This
phenomenon won't stop, instead, the way of study will keep changing in the future
thanks to new technologies.

1.3.2 New Trend in Persuasive Techniques

In 2011 in the city of Padua in Veneto Region in Italy, was being held the 9th
edition of the International Conference on Persuasion Technologies which was
created in 2006 by B.J. Fogg. In this occasion, many experts of this field have come
together with 77 works on persuasive technologies and, in particular, on
credibility, but also on the use of computer and mobile devices for a healthier life,
physical activities, diet and reduction of stress. Among the several new trends and
idea, let me mention Peter de Vries and his colleagues from the University of
Twente, Nederland that have considered the persuasion of a crowd. They have
experimented that the behaviours adopted by humans are different when they
are in group compare to when they are by themselves. Another experiment was
carried out on robots, which are seen are the thinkers of the future. Several
roundtables where organized in particular one of those was mainly focused on the
creation of programmers to incorporate social behaviour into robots in order to
facilitate the integration with the people. During the event was presented also
“Gamification, game for change”, and emerging research area where, designers
tries to use design techniques from video games to boost awareness on issues and
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to promote a better attitude in the real life of the players. The game presented to
the conference were about safety in the workplace, health and politic. The main
goal of this technique is to achieve a major mindfulness.

To conclude the new technologies, products and devices have allowed Persuasion
to have a wider range of opportunity to intervene to change behaviour or attitudes
or both.
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Chapter 2
The Nudging Theory
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2.1 Thaler and the mechanism of the Nudging Theory
Starting from the pioneering work of Herbert Simon “Administrative behaviour”
the economy has nowadays reached a new scientific maturity thanks to a closer
interaction with experimental sciences. This new maturation has been achieved
thanks to the creation of a new bond between the psychology, which studies the
behaviour of economic agents, and the economy itself. This connection has led to
the development of the subfield known as behavioural economics.
An essential contribution on this theme has been made by the 2017 Nobel Prize in
Economic Science, Richard Thaler, he has strongly contributed to the integration
between psychology and behavioural economics.
Thaler's career has mainly been based at the University of Chicago, in which he
has been exploring a wide range of theories and ideas and today he is primarily
recognized as the leader of Behavioural Economics.
Thaler work has begun with a research study on Mental Accounting, one of the
many methods used to solve problems related to "self-control", or rather that part
of human behaviour connected to the ability of resists to temptations and the
state of mindlessness, of which human beings are acquainted but only partially.
Precisely for this reason, strategies have been developed to improve self-control
such as Mental Accounting, a common system used daily by every human. For
instance, it is used by households to evaluate, adjust and proceed with their own
home budgets. According to Thaler, each of us uses this method even if we are not
always aware of it. With this study he realizes how self-control influences people's
financial decisions, understanding how the use of mental accounts can be
valuable, since it makes life safer and at the same time more enjoyable. Thaler
believes that by using this preliminary study it would be possible to assist to an
improvement in public policies.

Between the years 1980s and 1990s, Thaler became the most important figure in
the studies on rapprochement between psychology and economic policy.
Together with Amos Tversky and the Nobel Prize Daniel Kahneman, he built a work
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aimed at understanding how people react to victories and losses in financial
decisions. With this study Thaler shows that people are characterized by "loss
aversion", in essence, people hate losing (as also acknowledged by the so-called
Prospect Theory: Tversky e Kahnemann provided the basis of the approach of the
new behavioural sciences “biases and heuristics”. They observed how people in
circumstances of uncertainty make decisions. Kahneman and Tversky noticed that
their behaviour did not comply with the expected utility theory but rather they
distinguished a “systematic violations of the axioms rationality in choices between
gambles”. These conditions of systematic errors cause the predictable irrationality
of humans). In fact, the feeling of losing something makes people doubly joyless
compared to winning the same thing. If, for example, a person is subtracted from
an object, the individual in question will be miserable because he had to lose
something, not for the object itself. Loss aversion according to Thaler could be
defined as a cognitive nudge, a feeling that blocks change even when such change
can be more beneficial, this concept is very close to the status of inertia.

During the 1990s Cass Sunstein, American legal scholar, together with Thaler
studied the implications of behavioural economics for the law and policy. The two
researchers developed a theory that focuses on the belief that markets, law and
politics can be improved by integrating evidence on human behaviour. Sunstein
and Thaler concluded that improvements can be achieved without the need to
force people to do something that goes against their preferences, including the
ability to place emphasis on respecting people's choice. This approach has risen a
complex academic argument, creating a series of different results and definitions,
but the most famous is the idea of "libertarian paternalism". This concept is not
immediately comprehensible and the words that compose it risk being understood
as contradictory. Thaler subdivides the concept, he explained that the libertarian
aspect mainly concerns the fact that people should have the full capability of being
able to do what they want or prefer. On the other hand, the paternalism aspect
concerns the idea that it is legitimate to employ choice architects to influence
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people's behaviour in order to encourage them to take decisions that could make
their lives better, healthier and longer. This second aspect is defined by the fact
that in many cases human beings take wrong decisions, choices that they would
have never been made if they had complete information, complete attention,
unlimited cognitive abilities and complete self-control. The idea of libertarian
paternalism according to Sunstein and Thaler is nonintrusive, in fact, it does not
block or limit choices, the real purpose is to make it easier for people to exercise
their freedom.
Sunstein and Thaler's approach, however, cannot be considered completely
paternalism, since the choice of architects, both private and public, do not try to
implement or track people's early choices but rather try to orientate people
towards choices that would make their life better, they nudge them. The idea of
libertarian paternalism has become the most acceptable form of "Nudging".

The Nudge is defined by Thaler and Cass in their book "Nudge, improving decisions
about health, wealth and happiness" as "any aspect of choice architecture that
alters people's behaviour in a predictable way without forbidding any options or
significantly changing their economic incentives". Technically the verb to nudge
means to give a gentle, light push. His main intent is to use cognitive biases, that
is, the systematic errors that are produced by our mind, to induce and persuade
people to change their behaviour. Nudge, like any other form of persuasive
technique, can be negatively evaluated and often defined as manipulative. This
theory, however, has the intent to change this idea and to use the choice
architecture in an ethical, positive way that leads the creation of benefits for the
society. The Nudge must be simple and easily avoidable and above all, it must not
be mandatory. If for example, a person wants to set up a school canteen using the
Nudge approach to increase students' consumption of fruit and vegetables, he or
she should improve this habit by putting the healthiest foods at eye level without,
however, banishing junk food.
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The theory of Nudge is spreading rapidly, in many areas such as public policy and
regulation those have become sectors where it is possible to witness improvement
thanks to better design influence. Not only can public or private areas be
influenced by Nudges but more generally it is possible to say that people are
Nudge-able. The choices of individuals can be influenced even the most important
ones. Thaler in his book “Nudge: Improving Decisions about health, wealth and
happiness”, inserts a very interesting example that describes the functioning of
the Nudge. In Chicago, there is one of the most scenic urban thoroughfares in the
World near Lake Shore Drive, on this path, there is a series of very dangerous “S”
curves. Many drivers, but not all, feel the need to reduce their speed when they
reach such hairpin turns. The city has included a way to encourage drivers to slow
down and increase road safety: at the beginning of the road, there is a sign that
informs travellers about the presence of a dangerous road and another that
defines the speed limit to follow on that stretch of road. Later it is possible to see
a series of white stripes painted onto the road, these stripes are not speed bumps.
Their objective is to send a visual message to the drivers, at the beginning of the
curve the strips are spaced apart and when they reach the most unsafe portion
they get closer and closer, conveying a sensation to the driver that the speed of
the vehicle is increasing. The result of this feeling is, therefore, to slow down.
Thaler said that these lines on the road "speak to the driver urging to touch the
break before the start of the curve", this feeling is given by the application of the
Nudging Theory. The drivers are, in fact, not being forced to hit the break but they
are oriented towards the most appropriate choice: slowing down.

According to Thaler, another way in which the Nudge approach is applied is
through social influence, which can produce very effective results. Humans are
frequently Nudged by others. The authors stated that even with a small social
Nudge it is possible to see massive social changes, in markets and politics. Social
influence can be assessed positively, for example when we learn something from
another individual, but also negatively, such as the fact that the majority of our
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misconceptions come from other subjects. Even in the latter case, when one
person is negatively conditioned by another, it will be considered Nudging. Choice
architects must be aware of this feature so that they can encourage other
beneficial behaviour and also to avoid negative events.
Social influence is divided into two categories. The first is the influence that
includes information, in this case, a large portion of people by thinking or doing
something is able to communicate through their actions or thoughts, influencing
others on what is better to do or think. The second focuses on the peer pressure,
if an individual give importance on what others think about him or her, then the
subject could follow the herd. All this could lead to the creation of the social
Nudges, which has a great influence. For example, it is shown that obesity is
contagious, in fact, if a person close to us increases in weight it will be possible to
assist to a general weight increase. Another example of social nudge is in the
school environment, if a student surrounds himself with people who put a lot of
effort in the academic work it will be easier for the student to have higher grades.
One of the reasons human beings are socially influential is because they like
conformism.
The use of social pressure Nudges on people, therefore, allows the acceptance of
ideas, actions but also conclusions that can have effects on behaviours. An
important question is whether the choice architects are able and can take
advantage of this situation and direct the individuals towards better directions.
Let's take into consideration the case described by Thaler and Sunstein in their
book on the need of the American state of Texas to decrease littering on its
highways. In the beginning, the Texas officials were very disappointed by the
failure of their advertising campaign in which they were trying to convince the
citizens that it is their civic duty to reduce littering on the highways of their state.
One of the reasons why the expensive advertising was not effective was due to
the fact that the protagonist of this spot was an elite bureaucratic. For this reason,
the Texas authorities decided to develop a new strategy. First of all, they invented
a powerful slogan addressing the pride of the citizens of the American state: "Do
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not mess with Texas!". They also decided to involve a football player, who had the
part of the hero in the State spot. The results of this new campaign were
incredible, not only the slogan is still recognized today becoming a true emblem
of Texas but during the first year of the campaign, the litters in the State had been
reduced by 29%. In 6 years, the results were even better, reaching 72%. These
results have been achieved by not using an obligation or a mandate, but only
thanks to a creative Nudge. Therefore, choice architecture is a wise strategy to
fight difficult situation without being intrusive.

Sometimes it is possible that the effects of social influence are not deliberately
programmed by anyone. In other cases, the influence is used strategically, for
example by advertisers who are fully aware of the power of this dynamic. Very
often in advertisements, it is emphasized that a particular product is the preferred
by the majority or that an increasing number of consumers is using their goods.
Through these strategies, they are trying to Nudge the audience by saying what to
do based on the habits of the majority. The same mechanism is used by politicians.

Social Nudges can be used in many fields, the experience in San Marcos in
California demonstrates its use in the intent to reduce the use of electricity. The
experiment involved three hundred households that were informed about their
use of energy during a week and the use of their neighbours in the same period of
time. During the following weeks, citizens who were told that they were using too
much energy decreased their usage of electric energy while those who at the
beginning consumed less energy than the average increased their energy use. This
result introduces a rule that must be followed in order to obtain an effective
nudge: do not let the subjects know that their actions are better than the social
norm.

About 150 households of

the 300 mentioned above did not receive any written description about their
consumption but only a nonverbal signal: for those who consumed more than
usual received an unhappy face, while those who produced less received a happy
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smile. For these households, unlike those described above, there was no increase
in energy neither for who received the happy face, neither for who gotten the
unhappy emoticon. So, a great deal can be done with the well-chosen social
Nudge.

This first analysis of the mechanism of the Nudging Theory makes it clear that
often its application cannot be avoided especially in situations where people have
to make complex and unusual decisions for which the answer is not immediate
and where it is difficult to understand the situation.
These complex situations can be different and they vary depending on their
characteristics:
•

Benefits now - costs later. A situation of this type can occur when the
choices must be taken immediately and the consequences of such
decisions are only visible after a period of time. For example, a subject
could make an “investment good5”, in this case, he or she might decide to
start training regularly, so the person will need to bear the costs
immediately but the benefits will only arrive later.

•

The degree of difficulty. Very often people face difficult problems without
the possibility of having support either from technology or from other
people. These problems are differentiated by the degree of difficulty.

•

Frequency. Even the most difficult problems can become simpler with a
little practice. Very often, however, there are not many opportunities to
prepare for the most complex issues of life. According to Thaler "the higher
the stake, the less often we practice".

•

Feedback. Even if the frequency of a certain problem is high, it may happen
that people do not have the opportunity to learn and therefore receive a
positive feedback on how an unusual situation should be dealt with.

5

Thaler, R.H., Sunstein, C.R. (2008) Nudge: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth, and
Happiness. Yale University Press.
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•

Knowing what you like. It is particularly difficult to make good decisions
when you are not able to translate into words what you want or you are
experiencing even though for most people it is easy to select one
preference.

In these 5 situations, Nudges can help the deciders. The situations defined as rare
and difficult are good candidates for the theory of Nudges, or when the feedback
that you receive on certain choices are not effective, a Nudge can be a great aid.
Finally, if a person has to make a decision that will have consequences on their
lives, the use of a nudge can orient towards the best choice for the person.

Thaler and Sunstein's book on how to improve decisions on health, wealth and
happiness has started a new discussion in the world of economics. This new theory
has a clear and precise purpose, to help people take decisions that otherwise they
would not take and guide them towards optimal life choices, without of course
obliging anyone to take a specific direction.

2.1.1 Choice Architecture

Choice architecture plays a very important role when it comes to Nudging, in fact,
it is a primary tool needed to help humans make the appropriate decisions.
Every day, we interact and use products and services created with a design failure
in choice architecture, i.e. created without the knowledge on how to
accommodate basic principles of human psychology. For example, it should be
natural that on a remote for a television the biggest button is the one that allows
the users to turn on and turn off the television, but in many cases, it is not like this.
The designers of the choices have to keep in mind that their creations are made
for people who deal with many choices and cues every day, it is therefore
important that the characteristics of the product reflect the ways that people act
to not confuse them.
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As we have seen very often people make choices that are influenced by inertia or
social influence. In choice architecture, one popular tool is the default option,
which is a condition that will be chosen if the user does not select anything. The
default option is very common and normally the number of people who will select
this option is high, even if it may not be good for them. The default options are
defined by Thaler as "ubiquitous", "powerful" and "unavoidable", with this last
adjective he wants to explain that for any system of choice architecture there must
always be a default option because the probability that a subject will not make a
choice is high.
The default options are used by both private and public sectors. For example, the
automatic renewal subscription used by the newspapers. Often people continue
to receive a certain magazine even though they do not read it, but due to the
default option, the renewal is automatic.

The choice of a default option can be rather controversial but, in some cases,
avoidable, it can happen that a subject is forced to choose, this approach is called
by Thaler and Cass "required choice" or "mandated choice". This mode is favoured
by those who like freedom and in some situation is considered the best choice.
But let's consider two points: the first concerns the fact that in some cases the
humans will prefer the default option because they find disturbing the necessity
of choosing, also it may happen that for inertia people do not want to consult a
long manual before having to decide. When the choice is difficult, human beings
prefer a sensible default choice. The second point concerns the fact that in general
people appreciate much more the use of the required choice only if the choice is
a simple yes-or-no decision. For this, the mandated choice is not suitable for
situations assessed as very complex.

Another factor that choice architects have to keep in mind is the fact that people
make mistakes, therefore the platform will have to be as forgiving as possible
when an error occurs. For example, today's cars are designed to be user-friendly,
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when the safety belts are not fastened the vehicle sends an acoustic signal the
same happens when we get off the car leaving the lights on. Another interesting
example it comes from Google Mail, if a user writes an email mentioning the word
"attachment" and press the bottom "send" without attaching anything he or she
will receive a pop-up message of this kind: "did you forget your attachment?".
In order to develop a product of high quality, it must be as forgiving as possible
and be aware of the usual mistakes that people might do.

When deciding to develop a product or service, the choice designer must keep in
mind that the best way to improve the performance of humans during the use of
their platform is to provide feedback. A well-designed technology is able to
communicate with its users by conveying whether they are making mistakes or
proceeding well. A very effective feedback is a warning that things are going wrong
or that they are about to go wrong. For example, the feedback that a smartphone
sends to its owner when the battery needs to be charged.

As we have seen, the necessity of a good choice architecture and of the Nudge is
when the decisions that need to be taken are difficult and unusual. In order to
cope with difficulties, a characteristic that should be included is the use of a
“mapping", i.e. a system that allows people to select easily the options that can
lead them to achieve their goals. In their 2008 book, Thaler and Sunstein proposed
a form of mapping called RECAP. This is an acronym for Record, Evaluate and
Compare Alternative Prices. This system has been developed with a simple and
clear purpose: "improve people's ability to make good choices". It can be used in
different areas and could bring several benefits. For example, it could be used by
those who work in the cell phone market. In fact, this project would allow mobile
phone users to compare the pricing plans of cell phone providers.

When a person has to make a choice, he can adopt different strategies that vary
according to the complexity of the situation and the presence or absence of
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alternatives. According to the social sciences, when the choices are more
numerous and vary in size, people are more likely to adopt simple strategies.
However, when there are many alternatives characterized by high complexity, the
choice architects will have to put a lot of efforts on deciding which strategies are
better, but it is precisely in these situations that they have a greater chance of
being influential on users.
Thaler states that “as choices become more numerous, though, good choice
architecture will provide structure, and structure will affect outcomes”.
Consider a paint shop, the choice is very high in a business of this type. The choice
architects could decide to order the numerous colours in alphabetical order, but
this choice would be overcome by the choice to adopt a paint wheel on which are
represented the colour samples ordered by similarity. The second choice is better
than the first because people will be able to see the actual colour they prefer, and
also because customers might not know the exact name of a certain nuance.
Today, thanks to the Internet and new technologies, it is possible to choose in a
much simpler way. Currently, you can browse a wide range of websites focusing
primarily on reviews from other users on both products and services. Through
these platforms, a subject can decide faster by using the judgments of other
people.

One last feature that choice architects have to consider are incentives. According
to Thaler and Cass, when a designer decides to integrate incentives, he has to start
by answering four questions:
•

Who uses?

•

Who chooses?

•

Who pays?

•

Who profits?

Summing up, deciding to use architecture choice to make structured decisions
allows people to learn how to make decisions more easily and on their own. Thaler
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and Sunstein used another acronym which stipulated the six principles that must
be followed in order to develop a good choice architecture: iNcentives,
Understand mapping, Defaults, Give feedbacks, Expect error and Structure
complex choices (NUDGES).

2.1.2 Why does the Nudging Theory work?

Many scientists and neuroscientists have described the brain's functioning. The
various studies have led them to determine that humans mainly think in two ways,
the first is intuitively and automatically and the second instead is reflective and
rational. In psychology literature, they are called System 1 and System 2. This
dichotomy has been explored by Kahnemann in its book “Thinking, fast and slow”
published in 2011 it is thoroughly described. Thaler and Sunstein in their book
named them Automatic System and Reflective System.
Roughly speaking, the Automatic System is fast, it responses to instincts and is
what can be connected to our "gut reactions". The parts of the brain that are
activated when we use this system are the oldest ones. Generally, with this, the
act is done before thinking. Human beings activate it when, for example, they have
to dodge a ball that has been launched unexpectedly towards them. This system
can be quite accurate but very often we make mistakes because we rely too much
on our "gut feeling". Finally, the Automatic System can be educated and trained
but it will take time, practice and effort.
The Reflective System, on the other hand, is aware, reliable and slow. This second
system is activated when difficult questions are asked, such as a complex
multiplication or which road is better to take to reach the destination.

In general, people to take decisions activate the automatic system, this is due to
the fact that we are biologically structured to save as much energy as possible, so
we try to avoid using the reflective system because it requires more energy, even
if there are some situations where it would be better to use it. Precisely for this
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reason, when developing persuasive techniques such as Nudges, it is very
important to keep in mind that the human's beings are animals that lean on the
cognitive answers and not always on the rational thoughts. This is a key factor
because if a choice architecture wants to use the Nudge to have positive
repercussions on the society he or she will have to have a first impact on the single
person.
In fact, using strategies of choice architecture to leverage the automatic system
can allow obtaining significant results, more than a ban or restriction would ever
achieve.
The changes in the behaviour of others are not immediate and to make sure that
they can be stabilized, we need adequate persuasive messages.

Sill Krukow, an expert in Nudging and director of a Behavioural Design company
has

made

a

Ted

Talk

in

Copenhagen

in

2013

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EsUzI9lZMak). She talked about how
people think and more specifically that portion of the population that think to be
cautious in their daily actions but often fail because they do not perform the
actions that they really want to. For example, a person might think to be a
responsible driver and let's assume that he or she uses the car every morning to
get to work and know the highway code. It can happen that he or she might send
texts messages or does not control the mirrors or may increase the speed of the
vehicle in areas where it is prohibited. So, we understand that the person that
believes to be a responsible driver is doing the exact opposite of what he claims
to be. This can occur perhaps because he or she might find difficulty in following
his good intentions depending on situations, which are very common during a
single day.
For Sill Krukow, situations of this kind are very important, because most of us want
to do or try to do the right thing and are aware what is the best thing to do but
somehow in our daily life, we end up doing the wrong thing or completely different
from the one we promised to do. This is starting to create very thoughtful
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problems for both our societies and for our planet. Krukow stated that "our
everyday behaviour is starting to create serious problems for us. We are having
such a hard time following our good intentions and what we know is the right
thing. Our everyday behaviour is actually the biggest threat to mankind today ".
However, this situation can be changed, using all the characteristics of human
beings and some help from economic behaviour strategies such as the Nudge.
Therefore, Krukow in her conference provided two examples of how the use of
psychology can change and improve our daily attitude.
Her first project was to modify the separate collection on the Danish beaches. At
the beginning of her work, the used baskets were filled inappropriately, glass,
paper, plastic... all in one bin. But as most of the population knows if the waste
wants to be recycled, it is necessary that the different materials are separated.
Krukow then had the task of finding a solution on how to ensure that beach users
contributed to the separate collection. In general, when people want to spend a
day on the beach, they bring a specific equipment that includes food, which will
most likely have packaging that can be thrown away after the consumption. If a
garbage can is not found on a beach, it is possible that people will leave rubbish in
the sand, not because people want to do it on purpose but because our attention
is focused on something else. Even if there is only one bin on the beach it will be
very difficult for a person to decide to divide his garbage according to the materials
of his waste. To solve these difficulties Sill Krukow has made new bins, they were
visible from the beach and organized with new colours, this choice was made
according to the fact that when a person sees different nuances intuitively knows
that there is a system and a behaviour that must be respected. The last step of
Krukow was to develop an information board using a different approach, she
indicated what should be done and not what is forbidden, this approach is more
effective.
In just one week from the beginning of the project, the waste sorting improved
strongly.
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Another area where it is possible to witness great results by using people's
instincts and flaws is digital media. In 2012, the Danish Tax Minister asked Krukow
to make young citizens more adjust and aware of their income at the tax selfservice site. A young Danish person has to check his income whenever there is a
change in his or her financial situation, these changes can take place in different
situations like obtaining a mortgage, a new job or receiving benefits. To increase
the use of the platform Krukow decided to create separate online entrances for
young citizens depending on the user necessities. Another feature was to make
the site intuitive by young people replacing all words with visual icons. And then
she made the tax-related phrases understandable by a young audience.
When the site was launched, there was no promotional campaign, but in seven
months the site's audience has increased strongly, from 48,000 to 65,000.

The strong changes occurred both in recycling on the beach and on the Danish Tax
site are the result of a small and light nudge it, which have led to significant
changes.

The Automatic system has effects on whatever we do.
Each of us intends to do the right thing and we are aware of what is best for us but
often our weaknesses and our "gut feelings" get in the way. To change this
condition a person that is able to indicate the right direction might be necessary,
in other situation simply by using choice architecture or even better by Nudging
people we can assist to small changes in our own everyday behaviour.
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2.2 Detailing the Nudging Theory strategies with examples

The Nudging theory is applicable in many areas, as Thaler and Sunstein's book
showed us. From the economy to health, this gentle push can lead to very
important changes or improve the income and popularity for businesses. The
Nudge as seen in the previous chapters can have many facets and it can be applied
and used in different ways.
I will take back some of the strategies described in the previous pages to outline
the different forms that the Nudge can assume using practical examples of webbased technologies.

2.2.1 stickk.com

The website "www.stickk.com" was created by Dean Karla and Ian Ayres in 2007
and it was launched in 2008. The idea dates back, Dean Karla was a Yale student
when he made a bet with his friend John Romalis. The bet involved the two
students losing 13 kilograms in 9 months and if one of the two failed he would
have to pay $ 10,000 to the other one. At the end of the 9 months, both reached
their goal and lost weight and so neither lost a coin. Without the bet, probably,
the two friends would have never reached their goal.
This personal experience pushed Dean Karla to launch the website "stickk.com" of
which he is the co-founder with Ian Ayres. The platform has a very specific
purpose, it wants to help people achieve their goals and aspirations. Thaler states
that "committing oneself to a specific action is one way to improve the odds of
success". Some commitments may be simple, others may be more difficult to
achieve. Stickk.com offers two ways to achieve the target, the first requires a
financial payment and the second does not and so it is called nonfinancial. With
the first method an individual agrees to achieve his goals by a certain date by
investing money, and also defines the ways in which the achievement of the object
can be verified. The subject will have to link to credit card and decide what the
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weekly penalty will be if he or she fails. If the goal is reached, the subject will have
the money back and, if instead, he or she does not reach the aim the amount will
be donated to charity. The second mode, however, does not include any use of
money but rather the subject will be pushed to achieve its objectives through the
"peer pressure" by his family or friends, this will be possible thanks to the use of a
group blog on which monitor the progress and failures. The site gives the
possibility to have weekly reports on the advancement of the goal, to upload
images or post on the "commitment Journal6" and finally as previously mentioned
allows you to invite friends and family not only to monitor the progress of the goal
but also to cheer with posts of encouragement. The person can decide who is
going to be the referee during its commitment journey, he or she will need to
choose between "Your own Honor7" which means that the individual is going to
check its own progress, the site suggests to be honest and fair towards yourself.
Stickk.com gives also the possibility to choose someone that will personally check
the advancement.
The site states that a person who decides to pursue his goal with a nonfinancial
plan increases his chances of success by up to 2x while if a subject puts money at
risk the possibility of success goes up to 3x. During the registration process, the
site encourages new members to choose the financial model stating: "Are you sure
you do not want to put money on the line? Putting money on the line can TRIPLE
your chances of success! You will not lose a penny. It's a win, win8”. This sentence
has the clear persuasive goal of convincing people to invest their savings to
achieve their commitment.
Stickk.com provides a "commitment contract9" defined by the founders of the site
as a binding agreement that the person signs within himself assuring to pursue his
intentions. Stickk.com helps its users to define the goal that can cover several
categories, such as losing weight, quitting smoking, practising physical activity

6

Stickk.com website (http://www.stickk.com/)
Stickk.com website (http://www.stickk.com/)
8
Stickk.com website (http://www.stickk.com/)
9
Stickk.com website (http://www.stickk.com/)
7
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more often. The goal can be defined directly by the user. There is also the
possibility to pursue a "creative goal" such as climbing Kilimanjaro, travelling to an
exotic destination, running a marathon, wasting less electricity and so on.
The reason why this site is very effective is not only because is it complicated to
withdraw the "commitment contract" but especially for the psychological
strategies that are used.

One of the first strategies employed by this platform is the "loss aversion", it has
already been seen in chapter 2.1. As previously described, people cannot bear to
lose something, and the site benefits greatly from this form of Nudging. If a person
does not reach her or his goal within the time frame in the commitment contract
he or she will lose the sum that has invested. With this strategy, people are pushed
to reach their commitments respecting deadlines. In general, people are ready to
take risks to avoid losing. Loss aversion is mainly perceived by people who have
invested money in achieving their goals. Loss aversion can increase situations of
inertia, i.e. those situations where a subject decides not to change for fear of
losing.
The inertia as we have seen is a very common feature of human beings, connected
to inertia there is the phenomenon of status quo bias, according to which people
tend to stick with their current situation. This has strong repercussions on the
choices that people take, in fact, they tend to take them mindlessly even when the
stakes are important. All of this is connected to the default option, described in
the chapter about choice architecture, this is a powerful Nudge. In fact, those who
created them, the default setter, very often do it to obtain positive results solely
to satisfy their needs.
Returning to the example of stickk.com, the people who have decided to reach the
commitments using the nonfinancial method will be influenced and pushed by the
"peer pressure" which is a form of social influence, of which numerous pages have
been dedicated in the J.B. Fogg book and also by Thaler and Sunstein. Social
influence is given by the fact that people can constantly monitor the progress of
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the goals to achieve and by the fact that they can support people on the group
blog.
Another form of social influence concern priming, this form of Nudging starts from
the Automatic System (S1). Thaler states in its book “Nudge: Improving Decisions
About Health, Wealth and Happiness” on page 72 that "research shows that it can
increase the ease with which certain information comes to mind”. Sometimes our
brain can make associations with the help of tiny signals, often felt as irrelevant
but which can manifest themselves in actions. This category also includes the
phenomenon of "mere-measurement effect", when people are asked what they
want to do, they increase the chances that the action given as a response will be
performed. If, for example, a person is asked if he or she wants to start a diet, the
answer will likely influence the behaviour. This form of Nudge can increase its
strength by asking how they plan to do the action their responded. Thaler and
Sunstein add that when a proposed object or service is made visible and includes
some small signs, it is possible that people's attitudes are conditioned better. If we
consider the home page of stickk.com, we see that the first visible element is a
question: "Ready to finally stickK to your Commitment?" this is followed by "I
commit to" and then by a drop-down menu where you can select a commitment.
Using these elements allows us to understand the priming strategy. Most likely
when a person enters the stickk.com platform will be drawn to open the dropdown menu and select his or her goal without consulting the "how it works" page
which includes instructions. This is due to the fact that the site has decided to use
a strategy and highlight the question with a clearly visible object rather than push
the people to read the directions on how to use the platform.
Stickk.com can boast the achievement of great successes: created 402,000
commitments, 977,000 completed workouts and 24,000,000 of non-smoked
cigarettes. The site shows these figures by adopting another form of persuasion:
Framing. This method is mainly based on intelligently choosing how to describe a
certain situation. According to Thaler and Sunstein "choices depend, in part, on
the way in which problems are stated". So, the founders decided to display
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victories and commitments achieved rather than the number of people who were
not able to achieve their goals. The choice of frames can be complicated because
it is a very powerful Nudge and it works mainly because people tend to make
decisions passively.

The human being tends to make mistakes when taking decisions, the mistakes he
or she could make cannot always be considered directly his or her fault. It is not
uncommon that a person errs in choosing, this situation can be caused by the selfcontrol issue, which is a combination of mindless choices that inevitably leads to
bad decisions. This type of situation could benefit from the help of a Nudge.
However, people are not always aware of this condition and therefore do not
always seek help from others or in the technologies. One of the strategies to
improve this situation involves the use of "informal bets", stickk.com makes a very
important use of it. In fact, for those who choose to pursue their objectives by
registering on the site with a financial plan bets both with themselves and with
those behind this ingenious platform, putting at risk a possible win.

The registration process on stickk.com is simple, well-structured and with little
margin of choice. When a person registers, must enter their data: name, surname,
year of birth, username, password and an email address. The next step will be to
select the type of program you want to activate, financial or nonfinancial. During
this phase, the site will try to convince you to choose the financial model by
proposing different options of charity associations. Once the type of program has
been selected, it will be time to choose who will be the person that will act as
Referee and will check the progress to achieve the goal, as seen above it is not
mandatory to choose a person. Finally, the last step is to invite friends or family to
support during the achievement of the goal, in this case, it will also be possible to
accept supporters from the stickk.com community. The site finally shows the
personal page, where you can view the progress of your commitment. The
peculiarity of the registration process is that it is very simple, the time it requires
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is less than five minutes and selectable choices are very few. This therefore respect
the theory under which it is not necessary to include a wide range of choices
because it tends to complicate the decision of people, but rather can help a default
option as this site provides which does not give much margin of choice but rather
tends to direct the people to few options, such as the financial plan.

2.2.2 lifegoeson.com

In 2006, the state of Illinois launched the lifegoeson.com site, Illinois First Person
Consent registry, a platform where the citizens of this state can register as organ
donors. This site was a huge success with more than 2.3 million registered donors.
Thaler and Sunstein dedicated a chapter in their book on how using the Nudging
Theory could increase organ donations, especially by introducing two ways:
presumed consent or mandated choice. Despite these two possible choices, states
could make small changes that would increase donations and save many lives.
The particularity of this register is that the consent of the donor's family is not
required, this matter is an important web technology since the signature behind
the driving license cannot be certified as a complete legal consent for donations.
Another innovation of this platform is the fact that it allows reducing many efforts
for the people, in fact, it decreases the bureaucracy to fill in to register and
introduces the possibility to do it directly online.
This platform has been very successful thanks to the use of three strategies related
to the Nudging Theory:
•

The site pays close attention to the problem of poor organ donations, by
showing precise figures of the overall matter. For example, it mentions that
97,000 people are on the waiting list in America. And then to be even more
persuasive, about the seriousness of the problem, the site presents the
number of people who are on that list only in Illinois, 4,700 patients waiting
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for a transplant. This technique has a great influence because it brings "the
problem directly at home10".
•

Lifegoeson.com exploits one of the most popular Nudges: social influence.
It uses the social norm which states that people do or think what the
majority think or do by sponsoring the number of people that have already
donated or enrolled on the platform. For example, the site displays that
60% of the population of adults in Illinois has already registered on the site,
thus trying to influence the rest of the population to do the same. This form
of Nudge follows the same principles of the “argumentum ad populum”,
explained in the first Chapter.

•

Finally, the site is connected to social networks on which people can share
their good behaviours of good citizens and show it off in front of their
friends and family.

This website is definitely having a positive impact on people, in fact, the state is
directing people by using only simple but effective strategies towards lifesaving
choices without forcing anyone.
This type of platform can be used and developed by a large number of people and
for many types of services or products.

2.2.3 Digital Marketing and the Nudge

Very often websites have to adopt the "hard sell" strategy to increase the
popularity of their platforms. To deal with the high competition some websites are
sometimes obliged to target aggressively, like buying keywords or backlinking and
outbound links like nobody's business. This can be effective but the use of a gentle
push can lead to more significant improvements. The Nudge strategies, as we have
seen, are numerous with different characteristics and with several impacts on web
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Thaler, R.H., Sunstein, C.R. (2008) Nudge: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth, and
Happiness. Yale University Press.
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visitors. The Nudge can implement the marketing strategy adopted by an online
platform.
Let's look at some examples of Nudge strategies that can be adopted on the web.

As seen before, one of the most powerful Nudges is the social one, showing to the
people what the majority do will persuade to homologate. Very often the
population believe to distinguish from others for their actions or beliefs but in
reality, this is not entirely correct. People love conformism, in fact, it is recognized
as a safe place. In general, on websites this feature is very common, for example,
a platform might display what type of product or service people have appreciated
the most or take advantage through the popularity of social networks to show
what is the most common choice for the users. On Airbnb.com, site of online
housing agency, it is possible to witness a use of social Nudge: when a user makes
a search for an accommodation in a particular city the site will inevitably show the
number of people who have searched for the same destination and period. In
addition, the site allows you to leave a review after staying in a certain
accommodation, this has a strong influence on the choice of visitors. Today the
use of reviews is one of the most diffused type of social Nudges on online
platforms.

Another way to increase the popularity of the website is to introduce the
competition nudge. This type is used in particular by games apps and sites. For
example, the Candy Crush app, the famous puzzle game invented in 2012 by the
company King, allows people to connect the site with their accounts on the social
network Facebook and shows the obtained score. This strategy allows the site to
increase its popularity and influence the others to register thanks to the social
norm of conformism.

If the purpose of the website is to increase the number of subscriptions to the
proposed content, the embedded nudge can help. This nudge works by
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embedding a desired action into the user flow during the visit of the website. Its
mechanism provides a natural intervention during the use of the platform through
a cue, using a spontaneous signal will allow people to capture that signal more
easily. For example, in order to influence with this Nudge, the website could create
a window that pops up and offers to the visitor to perform an action, such as
subscribing to the page's newsletter. Even though the windows are still very
diffused, nowadays there are more preferable and discreet options. On the
Harvard Business Review's website (https://hbr.org/magazine), at the end of each
article, it is specified the number of articles that a user can still read for free. The
fact of placing this embedded nudge at the bottom of the page is strategic, in fact,
if a person reads an article and finds this reading pleasant it is more probable that
he or she will take into consideration to subscribed to the magazine.

A site can increase the success of its platform with the use of the authority, this is
considered one of the most powerful form of Nudges. When a site proves to be
experienced in the service it offers and, in the information, it spreads, its
reputation will increase consequently. This strategy is applicable by using
testimonials or citations from experts but the most effective is the well-placed
statistics strategy. This last tool is perceived by people as an indicator of authority,
especially when the statistics refer to successes or know-how. The more a website
displays to be recognised by authorities then the more it will be trusted.

One last strategy that should be introduced on an online platform is to make sure
that the choice that the visitors have to make can be done in a simple and a quick
way. In fact, offering a wide range of choices is not always a strategic decision,
because it can confuse and paralyze users who therefore will not be able to take
the decision. In this way, when the choices are made available they should be
placed in a small amount, it will be easier to decide and the website will guide
easily its visitors towards the most suitable option for them. Even if this factor can
be manipulative, it is important to keep in mind that the nature of the Nudges is
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to not oblige anyone to take a specific decision because it grants space to take
decisions in total autonomy and in respect of his or her freedom.

The digital marketing can be improved with simple strategies that may not even
be noticed by the visitors but that can lead to significant and positive changes.

2.2.4 How to convert e-commerce visitors into customers with the Nudging Theory

The Nudge is an element to consider when launching any type of websites since,
as we have seen before, by introducing small strategies it is possible to benefice
great results. For an e-commerce site, including a Nudge-based strategy, can help
to increase revenues, popularity and sales. The use of persuasive technologies can
help to convert visitors into customers.

The strategies that can be adopted on a website are different and they change
according to the type of platform. In general, however, there are a series of
Nudges that can be applied on any e-commerce website to generate more
revenues.
The use of the Nudging theory on an online platform must be well studied in order
to not create intrusive elements that can disturb the user experience.
A very common strategy is the smart pop-ups, like the windows that appear
automatically. They are generally ignored by users and often ranked as annoying.
However, there are other variables to this element that would allow the website
to gather information on the customer, sponsor offers, have the product
evaluated or even try to understand why a customer has abandoned the cart. An
internet site could use the exit intent pop-up which is activated automatically
when the customer interacts with the page in a certain way. It could be applied in
different situations, for example, suppose that during a search you end up on a
page that does not provide the data searched, in this case, you will want to leave
the platform. When the user tries to close the page, this window will appear
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inviting visitors to subscribe to the page's newsletter. Being a form of Nudge, the
subject will not be obliged to register to the newsletter, he or she will be free to
close the window and then finally abandon the page.
Some creators of e-commerce pages introduce these sorts of interactions
immediately when the page is open but it is not always effective because it could
be considered disturbing.

The use of the newsletter has always been a key element for websites as it allows
for a follow-up of visitors to the page and influences them to visit the sites again.
With the time this tool was developed, modified and improved. For example,
today it is possible to send personalized emails if a subject visits a site and creates
a cart made up of some products but in the end, he or she decides not to proceed
with the purchase. For this category of visitors, it will be possible to create a
personalized newsletter inviting them to visit the site again and finalize the
purchase. Once again this is a Nudge because even if it is used to push people to
a certain direction, to buy, the visitors are not obliged since they will be able to
not proceed with the payment and furthermore unsubscribe to the newsletter.

The strategy named Anchoring Nudge involves the use of numbers to anchor
people and then push them towards the most appropriate decision. Using
anchoring nudge, sales can be influenced. In an article published on the website
Smart Insights “Choice Architecture: How To “Nudge” Your Website Visitors into
Conversions”

(https://www.smartinsights.com/digital-marketing-

strategy/customer-conversion-strategy/choice-architecture-how-to-nudge-yourwebsite-visitors-into-conversions-infographic/) it is presented an example about
the Anchoring Nudge. Suppose we visit two e-commerce sites both specialized in
selling photography equipment. The first site proposes two models of cameras a
basic one that costs € 140 and a more recent sample at € 200. According to
statistical figures, the preferences between these two products are divided in half,
in fact, the number of customers who would buy the basic model corresponds
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exactly to 50% of them. The second site, indeed, proposes three different models.
The first camera costs € 140 and it is a basic model, the second is a more recent
prototype € 200 and finally, the third camera sold only by this e-store is more
professional and costs € 400. This time the public is divided into three categories,
in fact, the statistics show that 57% of customers prefer to buy the second model
of € 200, while the first would be purchased by 22% of customers and then 21%
of site visitors would buy the most expensive camera. Thanks to this analysis it is
possible to deduce that by only adding a third product the second web-based shop
has increased its sales by 33%. This example can be categorized as an Anchoring
Nudge because the fact of proposing also the third product allowed the two
businesses to orient the sales toward a specific product.

Another example can show another use of the Anchoring Nudge. For a charity
website, the purpose is clear i.e. it wants to raise funds in order to donate to the
one in need. Hypothetically, on a charity website it could be proposed to make
donations. The range of donations could be shows with a series of options, for
example it may proposes to donate different amounts like € 100, € 250, € 1,000, €
5,000 or other. Often the sums proposed by charity websites not chosen randomly
but rather, they are well studied. Compared to the figures proposed above the
following are ranked less persuasive: € 50, € 75, € 100 and € 150.
The reason why this first series of number is more effective is that as Thaler and
Sunstein have affirmed in their book "the more you ask for, the more you tend to
get".

The current global leader of the e-commerce platforms is Amazon.com. On
Amazon it is possible to witness the use of different types of Nudges, first of all, it
uses the social Nudge. It tries to induce its visitors to buy by informing them what
actions have been performed by the people who visited the website before. When
searching a product on Amazon immediately after the name of the product the
platform displays the reviews of the people who have tried it through a non-verbal
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message (5 stars) accompanied by the number of people who have evaluated the
product. At the bottom of the page, we find the quote "what do customers buy
after viewing this item?", this is a social Nudge which, using the data collected on
sales push Amazon's visitors to fill their cart with more items.
Amazon tries to convert its visitors into customers by using another powerful
Nudge, scarcity and loss aversion. As previously analysed, people cannot bear to
lose, and Amazon plays on the fear of missing. The site indicates the quantity of
the product left in the warehouse, this tool is very effective. People can be
influenced in this way also when the site offers a certain content that is visible only
by those who are registered, or for the presence of a limited offer. This last
example is also used by Airbnb.com, when a person requests to stay in a certain
accommodation and the other part accepts the user that requests to be hosted
will have 24 hours to complete the booking with payment. This tool is very
effective because the person who has to book feels the pressure of having to
finalize the purchase if he or she does not want to lose the desired
accommodation.
Returning to Amazon when you open the home page there is a customized section
"Related to items you've viewed" which is based on the researches of the user. On
the product page, on the other hand, it adopts others techniques like the UpSelling one, in this case, Amazon offers to the customers a product similar to the
one viewed but with a different cost, usually higher. Then there is Cross-Selling, in
this case, the visitors will be proposed to buy accessories or related products that
could be used with the wished article seen on the platform. The Add-Ons is
another strategy and applied to those products that are usually very cheap and
that supplement a product such as a service or warranty. Finally, there are the
Bundled products, i.e. those articles for which is necessary to purchase more
products combined into one to use the product. This type of goods usually
generates a significant gain for the seller or savings for the customer.
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Every e-commerce site can use different features based on its strategy and type
of products it is proposing. The use of Nudge is not intrusive but can strongly
increase the sales by orienting the customers toward purchases that they would
not have made.
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2.3 Objections

Like any other kind of persuasive technology, even the Nudge has received
criticisms. In their book, Sunstein and Thaler wonder who could be against the use
of Nudges, a form of libertarian paternalism that promotes the freedom of choice
and that has the intent to orient people towards the best choices.
One of the fears is that the Nudge could create a "slippery slope11". A phenomenon
characterised by a negative effect, the idea is that when the use of the Nudge
begins to become a widespread element it could lead to the creation of intrusive
interventions. If, for example, this theory is used to decrease the waste of
electricity and a campaign is launched to sponsor this good practice, it may be
feared that a government propaganda will be activated after that. Determining
the formation of an intrusive form of paternalism.
Thaler and Sunstein decided to respond to this criticism. They believe that dwelling
on the possibility of having to assist to these situations deviates the reflection on
a more important topic, the use of the nudge can be effective and help people
save money or reduce the waste of electricity. If the fear is the consequences of
this tool a possible solution is to try to make the slope less slippery. Moreover, as
previously stated, the Nudge operates without being intrusive and gives freedom
to those who are influenced. In fact, using it would allow the establishment of
freedom in those fields where it does not exist.

A problem related to the use of the Nudging technique is the presence of choice
architects that tend to orient people through certain results to obtain benefits for
themselves by using persuasive techniques. This situation is presented in both
public and private sectors, both of which can create negative situations even if in
the public sector is generally considered more alarming. In order to combat this
problem, it is necessary to create rules to deal with these frauds and other forms
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of abuse that allow the promotion of healthy competition between architects.
Furthermore, the designer of choice architecture should use the RECAP method,
seen in chapter 2.2, that increases conscious decisions.

The sceptics of the theory of the Nudge tend to believe that it is necessary to let
people make mistakes when they are taking decisions and since the Nudge tends
to orientate towards the most advantageous choices, it does not make room for
mistakes. Thaler and Sunstein agree with the idea that making mistakes is right,
especially in a free society but they say it is important to have the possibility to
opt out. If a person wants to invest all his savings in shares, he must be free to do
so, but there is no harm if signs are placed during the investment that indicates
the presence of possible dangers if this action is taken. The main concern for the
two authors is that the less educated or informed people risk taking decisions that
will have negative repercussions on their lives.

An important principle on how the theory works is that the Nudging Theory helps
those who need guidance while imposing minimal costs on those who do not. The
category of people opposed to Thaler's theory tends to go against any form of
change, believing that aid for the ones in need must voluntarily arrive from the
private sector and not from the public one. Thaler and Sunstein disagree, they
believe that in a well-structured society we must protect the unfortunate and
encourage people who have the opportunity to help. This should not be a source
of discussion because if a person does not smoke and a program is set up to help
people fight the nicotine addiction it should not harm the non-smokers.

To ensure that the use of the nudge is done conscientiously it is necessary to
evaluate its strength. In order to understand whether this theory can bring
benefits or hurt people it is necessary to assess the effects of in a specific situation.
Those who oppose the use of the Nudging Theory believe that there are certain
areas where it should not be included. For some companies, this may be a problem
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because sometimes the use of choice architecture is inevitable in the sense that
the company needs to use it to influence people. Instead, in other situations the
use of Nudges is avoidable. To understand the need of this technique will be
necessary to determine if the external agent that the choice architect is, will be
able to help the individual to make good choices, the outcome partly depends on
the type of question and the complexity of the decisions. As we have seen, very
often the use of the nudge is classified as inevitable, especially when people have
to take complex or infrequent decisions and when they have few feedbacks and
little practice.
The effectiveness of the nudge depends on the ability of the choice architect to
understand or predict how to best develop it with respect to the recipient. In
general, the choice architects or as Thaler and Sunstein defined the Nudgers, are
able to determine what is best for the Nudgees, i.e. those directly influenced by
the theory of nudge. When the Nudgers have knowledge and experience at their
disposal, when the differences between tastes and the expectations of the
subjects are not wide or easily determinable the created nudge will function
correctly. For all these reasons the choice to use the Nudge should be limited to
difficult choices such as obtaining a mortgage where external help can have an
important weight on the final decision.
Thaler and Sunstein argue that “when choices are fraught when Nudgers have
expertise, and when differences in individual preferences are either not important
or can be easily estimated, then the potential for helpful Nudging is high”.
Having this in mind, it is important to be vigilant in order to identify the Nudges
used incorrectly that could badly direct people.

Utpal M. Dholakia, George R. Brown Professor of Marketing at the Jesse H. Jones
Graduate School of Business, Rice University in Houston, Texas, wrote an article
on the Harvard Business Review “Why Nudging Your Customers Can Backfire”
(https://hbr.org/2016/04/why-nudging-your-customers-can-backfire) explaining
that the use of Nudges as a marketing strategy has become very popular but that
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there are situations where it is used incorrectly. If a company uses it without
knowing its true functioning, it risks damaging its business, credibility and
reputation and consequently to lose customers. According to Utpal M. Dholakia,
there are three main reasons that lead to the incorrect use of the theory of Nudge
and that can represent a "backfire".

The first situation is called by the Professor "Nudges can be condescending12". The
nudge is based primarily on a "one-dimensional mental model of consumer
behaviour". By definition, Nudges are characterized by the use of mental models
that diminish the motivations and abilities of consumers. In the sense that when
a form of Nudge is used, the creators are insinuating that the recipients do not
have sufficient self-control or that they are too weak-minded to resist.
The behavioural economics, the basis of the nudge theory, travels in parallel with
another field, called the motivational psychology. During the past decade, the
researchers of this psychology field tried to understand how to motivate and
empower consumers to take a correct decision independently by providing the
willpower and the necessary information to make a conscious decision. This, of
course, is the opposite of the Nudge theory.

The second reason is named "Even when they work they may not achieve the
ultimate goal 13". It may happen that the Nudges focus too much on the promotion
of specific behaviours, this is a negative aspect because it does not allow its users
to accomplish wider goals. According to Utpal M. Dholakia, Nudges created with
benign purposes also induce people to carry out a specific action. For example,
during Lollapalooza, a rock festival held every year in Chicago was shown on the
display near the stage a sign with a message "drink more water". The purpose of
this billboard was, of course, to invite people to drink water and keep themselves
hydrated. This was a nudge that induced one specific behaviour. Nobody forced
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the audience to drink more water during the concert but pushed them to perform
a particular action only with the help of words. The choice architects may feel
proud to be able to direct people to the desired output, but the result they would
like to achieve may not be reached with a single action. Summing up, Utpal M.
Dholakia claims that the use of the Nudge might be not sufficient to effectively
achieve a change in the attitude of an individual. However, by using a set of
actions, including the nudge, it would be possible to reach a specific goal.

The last situation of bad use of the theory of Nudge is known under the
designation "They're really, really hard to get just right 14". This name comes from
the fact that often creating an effective Nudge can be very difficult. If, for example,
they are too weak they risk to not create any effect. In other situations where they
work, the Nudges can be also weak and do not have the hoped and strong impact.
On the other hand, if a Nudge is too strong or too obvious, it can create negative
effects for those who created it and therefore penalize them.

Another problem is the fact that due to the numerous papers and articles today
the Nudging Theory is widespread and known, therefore, this causes the
customers to be aware of how they can be influenced by this technique.
When deciding to use Nudging to direct people, choice architects have to keep in
mind the presence of numerous aspects including the limitations of this theory.
The designers must have a thorough knowledge of how to use it in order to take
advantage of the benefits that it brings with it and neutralize the pitfalls of which
it is composed.

Utpal M. Dholakia, believes that "the essence of a marketing strategy is a tacit
understanding that marketers and consumers are on equal footing 15 ". This
sentence contains a new possible vision of the theory of nudge, which if
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accompanied by new forms of study such as the motivational psychology it can
help to put the Nudgers and the Nudgees on the same level. The same strategy is
to treat customers as peers. By using these new forms of influence the results
could be surprising and improve the use of the nudge.
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Chapter 3
A Case Study on the Nudging
Theory Applied Online
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3.1 Digital Nudging

In Chapter 2, various examples were presented about the Nudging Theory and
how it provides the possibility of being applied in several sectors and correlated
to different purposes. Among the examples shown, some were intended to ensure
greater safety on the roads, while others aimed to improve waste recycling. The
examples available to date on this theory are both in for-profit and non-profit
organisations and both in the public and private sector.
Although today the theory developed by Richard Thaler has taken hold and has
become part of many offline activities, the role of the nudge online is not yet
explored enough today. This last thought was developed together by Markus
Weinmann of the University of Liechtenstein, Christoph Schneider of the
information systems department of the city of Hong Kong and Jan vom Brocke of
the University of Liechtenstein. The three researchers wrote an article entitled
"Digital Nudging: Guiding Online User Choices through Interface Design" for the
July 2018 monthly magazine "Communication ACM" of the "Association for
Computing Machinery (ACM)". This piece highlights the fact that more and more
today the decisions are taken by the subjects mainly online and they are not
limited anymore to the offline world. The user is immersed in new "choice
environments". For example, he or she might manage bureaucratic issues on egovernment application or could choose to buy online products or book a holiday
or an accommodation on a website. These "choice environments" are increasingly
expanding and opening up new possibilities.
The fact that the user finds himself making decisions online assumes that the
choice architects of the pages are becoming a strong source of influence on the
decision that will be made by the visitor to the platform. This element is very
diffused, think for example about the Amazon.com site, on this platform it will be
possible to find the "Frequently bought together" area, obviously the idea behind
this architecture is to prolong the visit of the site as well as increasing the products
in the shopping cart.
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Starting from the definition, written by the three authors of the piece published in
"Communication ACM", the Digital Nudging was defined in 2016 in the
international journal BISE (Business & Information Systems Engineering) as "the
use of user interface design elements to guide people’s choices or influence users’
inputs in online decision environments 16 ”. Once again, this definition aims to
underline how choice architects are playing increasingly important roles and in
particular to the increasing importance of web technologies.
According to Markus Weinmann, Christoph Schneider and Jan vom Brocke there
is no neutral way of presenting choices. The researchers citing studies by Mandel
and Johnson in 2002 as well as by Sunstein in 2015 affirm that "all decisions related
to user-interface design influence users' behaviour, regardless of the designers'
intent". In fact, as previously mentioned, the technologies inserted by a platform
developer will not always obtain the expected results, but rather "unintended
consequences". Aware of this possibility, the designers of persuasive technologies,
such as Digital Nudging must take into consideration also the ethical implications
of these tools. Today is possible to testify the use of the nudge with unethical
purposes, which are not respecting one of the key principles developed by Thaler
and Sunstein, namely that "nudges should be used to help people make better
choices". The use of the nudge for the sole benefit of the platform designer, in
general, may leads to positive results in the short term but may have negative
repercussions in the long run.

Christoph Schneider, Markus Weinmann and Jan Vom Brocke in their piece for
Communication ACM presented a series of experiments carried out online with
the aim of describing a possible use of Digital Nudging. One of the contexts chosen
by the researchers for these tests was a web-based platform on which a series of
“based-reward-based crowdfunding" were presented. This platform functioned in
a way that every time that a person, decided to donate, subjects defined in the
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article as "backers", received a prize in return, the prizes were not monetary. Once
the environment in which the study was carried out was determined, the
researchers then proceeded to modify the page in order to obtain changes. In
order to reach their goals, the three scholars modified either the appearance or
the content of the page displayed. The changes were presented in three forms:
"decoy effect", "scarcity effect" and the "middle-option bias". All three forms are
based on the biases and heuristics of the people.
The first effect defined as "the decoy effect", this type of nudge “increases an
option's attractiveness by presenting the option alongside an unattractive option
no one would reasonably choose—the decoy 17 .” In the experiment, the
researchers used the decoy nudge trying to push people to select predetermined
options, a selection that would have led the "backers" towards an achievement of
a certain reward.
The experiment was developed in two phases, during the first the site set up two
donation ranges: one of $10 whose corresponding prize was an e-book and a
second one equal to $20 with an e-book plus a hardcover book. The results of this
first phase indicated that the majority of the participants preferred the $10 range.
During the second phase, the scholars inserted the "decoy", in fact, they inserted
a third possible option for donation. The researchers maintained the first two
bands, respectively $10 and $20 with the gifts associated to them, and simply
added a third $20 range to which was correlated a hardcover book. By adding this
third possibility, most donations have shifted from the $10 range to the $20 one
which included the eBook and handover book prizes. As a consequence, it is
possible to note that the addition another option has made possible to increase
donations on the platform and consequently to increase the aid for the recipients
of these contributions.
The use of this technique is also very widespread in the offline world, for example,
the structure of the menus of restaurants presents this technique, as it seeks to
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entice the guests to a certain choice of dish to consume. Furthermore, the use of
this technique recalls the Nudge Anchoring, presented in chapter 2.2.4.

Figure 118

Figure 219
The second tool studied by Christoph Schneider, Markus Weinmann, Jan vom
Brocke is called the "Scarcity effect", meaning “People tend to perceive scarce
items as more attractive or desirable20”. In this case to persuade the "backers" to
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donate the three researchers reduced the number and availability of nonmonetary rewards related to donations. In doing so, the scholars have tried once
again to direct people to a predetermined choice. Also, in this case, two prize
bands were presented: by donating $10 you could get a "screen credits" while with
a donation of $50 you would be rewarded with a DVD/Blu-ray. The site proposed
the two donation ranges and the consequent prizes nearby indicating the
remaining number of "screen credits" and DVDs. By the time the platform showed
that the $10 donation was available in limited quantities, 69% of the people
favoured that band. Similarly, when the site showed that the number of DVDs
connected to the $50 range was scarce, the choice for this phase increased by
70%.
Also, in this case, with the introduction of a simple element, apparently harmless,
the donations were driven according to the will of the choice architects.

Figure 321

Figure 322
Finally, the third instrument used is called the "Middle-option bias", this tool is
based on the fact that “People presented with three or more options (ordered
sequentially, as by price) tend to select the middle option 23 ”. The researchers
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wanted to demonstrate once again that with small variations achieved by studying
the human biases and heuristic is possible to achieve changes. In employing this
technique, scholars have arranged three options for donation ranges respectively:
inexpensive scales ($5, $10, $15), moderate scales ($10, $15, $20) and expensive
scales ($15, $20, $25). Once it was published online, it has been possible to
observe the results. Despite the fact that the ranges of donations were different,
in all three cases, the largest percentage of donation has always been the one in
the middle.

Figure 424

In conclusion, these three examples show how the use of Digital Nudging is
possible in these new "choice environment" designed by choice architects. These
tools are based on “psychological principles of human decision making25” whose
purpose is to direct people's behaviour online. As already raised, in order to exploit
the full potential of the technology is important to remain aware of the fact that
these structures can have unusual effects.

Nowadays it is possible to assist to different approaches of the Nudging theory
offline, more and more this theory is used for different purposes. While when it
comes to online application, the Digital Nudging is not broadcasted to its
maximum possibilities.
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Despite this lack, the use of the Nudge is now visible in some information systems.
In the article "Digital Nudging: Guiding Online User Choices through Interface
Design" by Christoph Schneider, Markus Weinmann and Jan vom Brocke, some
modalities are proposed that would allow the use of Nudges in these systems.
It reports that on some web technologies it is possible, through the use of tools
and techniques, to track have control over the behaviour of users and how, in turn,
this provides the possibility to perform online analysis on the various attitudes of
visitors. Thanks to these technologies and to the analyses carried out today, it is
possible to increase the effect of persuasion and the effectiveness of digital
Nudging.

In order to implement offline contexts with the nudge technology, a circular
system has been created based essentially on four phases: planning, analysis,
design and implementation. Based on this scheme, another circle was developed
in order to include nudge on digital platforms: “define the goal, understand the
users, design the nudge and test the nudge26”.

1. Define the goal. This step is fundamental because understanding the goal of the
organization and keeping it in mind when designing the technologies will make the
digital outcome more efficient. If for example, you want to develop an ecommerce platform it will be obvious that the main purpose is to sell. While if you
are developing a government site for state contributions, one of the objectives
could be to promote the collection of taxes, this may be achieved for example by
facilitating the insertion of data online.
Parallel to determining the goal of the platform, it will be important to take into
consideration the ethical implications of the website.
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2. Understand the users. As previously discussed, people tend to take decisions
conditioned by biases and heuristics, they do not always process all the
information made available but rather try to save energy and therefore decisions
are not always rationally taken. This feature could affect how the nudging theory
is used. Therefore, it becomes necessary to determine to which forms of biases
and heuristics subjects are more likely to respond, in this way it will be possible to
determine the tools that can have a stronger impact.

3. Design the nudge. Once the point one and two are completed, the choice
architect has a greater awareness of the type of tools to adopt in order to obtain
a greater result. As a consequence, it will be able to move on to the practical
phase: the development of the digital nudge.
In this case, it will be probable that the designer will take into consideration also
the type of choice approach that he or she wants to develop if binary, discrete or
continuous. In the first case, the binary choice can be proposed in the moment of
a question, for example, "do you want to subscribe to our newsletter?" And the
binary choice will be "yes/no, agree/disagree". On the other hand, a discrete
choice is when one has to choose between different options. When it comes to
the continuous choice could be for example the decision for a monetary donation.
Another element to consider when designing digital nudging, as previously
mentioned, is the biases and the heuristics of the target. In this sense, in the article
written by Christoph Schneider, Markus Weinmann, Jan vom Brocke it is
mentioned that designers have at their disposal a series of "nudge
implementations" that unlike offline applications can be introduced into web
technologies at rather low costs. Another feature is the fact that the web
environment allows you to make a series of adjustments based on user
characteristics. For example, age or gender. The piece recalls that it is right to
consider a series of commonly accepted guidelines for the representation of the
platforms in order to ensure "consistency and usability" in this sense are cited the
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guidelines of Apple (Apple's Human Interface Guidelines) and Microsoft
(Microsoft’s Universal Windows Platform design guidelines).

4. Test the nudge. The final phase of testing is very important because it allows
identifying the effectiveness of the nudge from different points of view according
to the target, the objective and the environment. In fact, it is good to consider that
not all technologies are adaptable to all kind of website. Phase 4, therefore,
represents an essential step to define which of the various tools based on the
nudging theory can lead to an impact on the user. The components to test are
various, for instance, the nuance of the platform will have to be connected to the
type of activity, product, service or message that the website wants to share or
promote.
Thanks to this last phase it will be possible to determine if the developed nudge is
too banal and therefore not very useful or effective.

Summing up, it is possible to conclude that are several the elements to take into
consideration when designing a platform with the digital nudging, for example:
the foreseeable consequences and the possible presence of non-predeterminable
results, the ethical implications, the fact that it is not always possible to use a "onesize-fits-all "nudge and so on.
One last element cited by the article "Digital Nudging: Guiding Online User Choices
through Interface Design" is the fact that "user-interface design often focuses
primarily on usability and aesthetics, neglecting the potential behavioural effects
of alternative designs". This fact limits the use of Digital Nudging and limits the
possibility of its use in support of the organizations. Today with the increased
diffusion of new online "choice environments" the nudge theory has new ways to
be applied and is not restricted any longer to offline contexts.
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3.2 The use of the Nudging Theory in public sectors

The use of the theory developed by Richard Thaler is increasingly taking place in
the public sector in several countries, its use is largely intended to improve the
lives of citizens.

The first state to have included this technique within its administration was the
United Kingdom.
In 2010 was established the "Behavioural Insights Team (BIT)" in the UK, with the
time this group was also known as the Nudge Unit. This Unit had set a high number
of goals, but probably the main one was to “persuade citizens to behave in a more
socially integrated way27”. In the beginning, the team was coordinated by David
Halpern, he was previously an adviser in the strategy unit of Tony Blair. The work
he carried out during his time in the BIT was supported by the advice of Richard
Thaler. The idea behind this team was based on the fact that by introducing the
Nudging theory it would have been possible to sustain the government create and
plan environments that help people to take decisions easily by selecting what is
best for them and for the society around them.
Among the engagements of the team, there was the health of citizens, in
particular, the problems concerning obesity, diet and alcohol. In this contest, there
was also the need to increase registrations of organ donations in the British nation.
In order to make this happen, the state introduced a subtle form of Nudging on
the Organ Donor Registration website. The site's choice architects decided to
insert a clean and simple sentence to persuade people to register to become a
donor. To find the most effective sentence, eight tests were carried out with eight
persuasive phrases, among them one was “Every day thousands of people who
see this page decide to register” this slogan was paired with an image of healthy
people, is clear that the intent of this first trial was the use of social influence.
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Another test was to insert the phrase "If you needed an organ transplant, would
you have one? If so please help others", in this case, the choice was the reciprocity
effect.
Between these two one led the platform registers a strong increase in inscriptions
of 40%. The winning sentence was the one based on the reciprocity effect, the one
founded on the social influence caused a slight decrease in the inscriptions.

In 2014 the ownership of the BIT was divided, while today it is still part of the
British government it was acquired by the charity Nesta (National Endowment for
Science, Technology and the Arts) becoming “the world’s first government
institution dedicated to the application of behavioural sciences28”.
The objectives that this institution persuades are:
•

Facilitate the use by citizens of public services as well as making them more
cost-effective

•

Introduce models of human behaviour as realistically as possible in order
to improve results

•

Make sure that citizens find themselves able to take advantageous choices
autonomously

The BIT team is composed of almost 150 employees and its headquarter is in
London but is worldwide spread, in fact, it is also present in New York, Sydney,
Singapore and Manchester. The objectives listed above seek to be achieved "by
redesigning public services and drawing on ideas from the behavioural science
literature". In order to make sure to provide the best forms of Nudges the team
ensures to test every form of nudges before they are disseminated.

Today, BIT has introduced a new structure called BI Ventures, which uses
"behavioural insights" to design and build “scalable products and services that
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have social impact29”. The ideas behind the products that the BI Ventures offers
are at the base of the main Behavioural Insights Team.
BI Ventures today has a proposal of 5 products:
1. Applied, this has the intent to make the recruitment process inside companies
easier, more honest and more intelligent. Using research from the world of
behavioural sciences companies are helped by this platform in selecting the most
suitable candidates for the positions available.
2. Predictiv, “helps organisations make better and faster decisions 30 ”. The
platform uses a series of "short online randomized controlled trials (RTCs)"
allowing government organizations to solve policy problems faster and trying to
make conscious decisions. This tool allows you to perform online checks without
the need to be a behavioural scientist.
3. Promptable, this tool has been developed mainly for students, it helps the pupils
to obtain results during their studies. Through this platform, the student will
receive messages from the college tutors with the intent to be motivated to
continue their education and also to remember any steps or commitments to be
respected. A "study supporter" may also be appointed, he or she will receive the
same notification that the student that he or she is backing. This tool is similar to
the stickk.com website described in chapter 2.2.1.
4. Test + Build, using this tool is given the opportunity for different organizations
to design their own tool based on behavioural sciences and then test these
technologies.
5. Good Habit Lab, BI Venture is working to develop a platform that aims to help
people achieve health and wellness goals. Again, this type of product reassembles
to the stickk.com platform.

During the mandate of Barak Obama in 2015 also the United States of America
decided to integrate its administration with a Nudge Unit. The former American
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president decided to invest in new approaches that science today is able to
provide to the organizations. On September 15/2015, Barak Obama signed an
"Executive Order" entitled "Using Behavioural Science Insights to Better Serving
the American People" stating that “A growing body of evidence demonstrates that
behavioural science insights—research findings from fields such as behavioural
economics and psychology about how people make decisions and act on them—
can be used to design government policies to better serve the American
people...By improving the effectiveness and efficiency of Government,
behavioural science insights can support a range of national priorities, including
helping workers to find better jobs; enabling Americans to lead longer, healthier
lives; improving access to educational opportunities and support for success in
school, and accelerating the transition to a low carbon economy”. After the
release of this declaration by the White House became clear that the purpose of
this unit was to improve the lives of American citizens. Alongside this goal, the
team have pursued an additional aim, similar to the one in the UK: “to improve
government performance and deliver better results at a lower cost for the Nation
31”.

The White House Office of Science and Technology Policy created the "Social and
Behavioural Team (SBST)", composed of a series of experts who had the role of
identifying methods from the behavioural sciences and introducing these methods
into programs and federal policy.
During the first year, the SBST concentrated its actions mainly on two areas:
“streaming access to programs and improving government efficiency32”. After the
first year of activity, a report was drawn up which explained in detail the actions
implemented. Starting from the two focus areas, four projects were identified to
be developed within the US state: “Promoting Retirement Security, Improving
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College Access and Affordability, Advancing Economic Opportunity, Helping
Families Get Health Coverage and Stay Healthy33”.
All of these four projects have had something in common: the fact that they were
structured in a simple way and make available clear information to people. Studies
done by researchers of the American Nudge Unit have shown that these two
elements are essential if you want to succeed with a project, otherwise, the
creator of the project might risk a rise in the costs that people will have to bear,
not just monetary, but also a waste of time and frustration and consequently lose
participants. The report of the first year of activity cites the evidence that the
presence of even small barriers can prevent the popularity of a certain program.

With "the Executive Order" signed by Obama the SBST undertook to:
•

identify policies, programs, and operations where applying behavioural
science insights may yield substantial improvements in public welfare,
program outcomes, and program cost effectiveness;

•

develop strategies for applying behavioural science in sights to programs
and, where possible, rigorously test and evaluate the impact of these
insights;

•

recruit behavioural science experts to join the Federal Government;

•

strengthen agency relationships with the research community to better use
empirical findings from the behavioural sciences. 34

Among the four projects launched in 2015 one concerned the use of behavioural
insights to increase enrolment in colleges, particularly the students with a low
income. In this case, the report recalls the fact that having a degree generally
ensures a higher salary, a lower rate of unemployment and more advantageous
economic opportunities. On the other hand, however, in America, the taxes to pay
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to attend the courses in the college are very high and this has, in general, a
negative impact on enrolments. The SBST worked together with the Department
of Education (ED) which is part of the Federal Student Aid (FSA) to help students
and their families manage the college debts.
One of the possible causes analysed in the report that might have had provoked
the decrease in enrolment in colleges is called “Summer Melt”, that is to say ossia
un a “phenomenon of prospective college students' motivation to attend college
"melting" away during the summer between the end of high school and beginning
of college 35”. It can happen that graduates tend not to proceed with the necessary
requirements to confirm the enrolment procedure for the college, like do not fill
out the documentation or do not register for admission tests.
The SBST has therefore decided to use a small nudge, in this case, a text message
sent to students to remind them to proceed with the registration procedure. This
tool proved to be quite effective, the research carried out by the Nudge Unit
showed that the registrations increased by almost 9% thanks to this small nudge.
This tool has been helping especially the students that have a low income. The use
of behavioural insights in colleges has also been proved useful for who is already
attending the courses. In fact, the method of the messages is used to reminder
when there is a delay in the payment of an instalment of school fees. In this case,
the students received an email with the direct link for the payment. In this way, it
was possible to record an increase in revenue of around 30%.
With this example, it is possible to prove that during only one year of activity the
SBST has managed to have positive effects on citizens by using small changes
founded on behavioural insights.

In 2016, the SBST published a second report on the activities carried out by the
administration. In addition to continuing the commitments made the previous
year the unit has added other projects, including one that focuses on Climate
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Change. The report states that the use of behavioural insights in this context is not
new, in fact, it has already been used “to inform energy policy in a number of
different contexts36”. For example, as mentioned in chapter 2.1, the use of forms
based on the Nudge Theory led to the creation of bills that compared the energetic
use of a subject with the neighbourhood. The SBST has therefore attempted to
introduce new forms of communication based on behavioural studies to
encourage the reduction of emissions. If today an American citizen decides to
switch to using cleaner energy, he may encounter some barriers, which may
negatively impact the success of the transition. Behavioural Insights, however,
tried to overcome these barriers, for example, by introducing default option like
automatic registrations, an approach similar to the one used for pension plans in
America. Furthermore, by inserting clear and simple information on the sites of
these energy structures it can allow a more conscious passage by the citizen. In
2016, the team collaborated with the Department of Energy's (DOE) Office of
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy with the aim of identifying the barriers
that prevent the transition to renewable energy and ways to nudge people to
choose this type of energy plans. For example, the Nudge Unit was aware of the
fact that “prompting consumers to select a power plan from among clean and
standard options (rather than defaulting them into a standard electricity plan) may
help increase participation rates 37”.

In conclusion, these examples have shown that applying behavioural sciences in
contexts that allow having positive results can really improve the life of the citizens
and of the country.

Today it is possible to find the Nudge Unit not only in the UK or in the USA but also
in other countries.
36
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In Scandinavia, there are many examples of the use of the Nudging theory. In
Norway, was launched the Greenudge which has the purpose of “stimulates
people maker healthier and more sustainable choices38”. In Sweden, was founded
the "Swedish Nudging Network", formed by organizations, institutions and
companies that seek to “strive to generate interest in the potential of the nudge
approach in policy making and as part of companies sustainability work39”. Finally,
in Denmark, the Danish Nudging Network was created in 2010 and seeks to
increase the interest and therefore the use of Thaler's theories in both the public
and private sectors, to date the network has about 120 partners.
Since 2014 also Europe has developed a network of experts in the field of
behavioural studies, the "The European Nudging Network" this structure wants
“to ensure a scientifically and ethically responsible dissemination of applied
behavioural insights throughout Europe and beyond40”.

The launch of the Nudge Unit in 2010 in the UK was the beginning of the
dissemination of networks, projects, public and private organizations based on
behavioural sciences all over the world, “from Australia to Qatar to the World Bank
to UN41”.
The spread of this theory it was not simple, it has received criticism like the fact
that it might not reach the hoped effects or worst risked to have a “mass
manipulation effect 42 ”. But over time, governments and organizations have
realized that this theory, if applied in the right context, can have positive
repercussions on citizens and nations.
Today many projects are characterized by the presence of small gentle nudges.
The theory of Nudging is centralizing itself more and more on problems with
significant weight, and thanks to the technologies available nowadays the tools
are becoming even more effective.
38
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3.3 The use of the Nudging Theory to raise awareness on Hate Speech
Online

3.3.1 Brief Introduction to the phenomenon of Hate Speech Online in 2018

At the beginning of 2018, the European Commission has defined the hate speech
online “as the public incitement to violence or hatred directed to groups or
individuals on the basis of certain characteristics, including race, colour, religion,
descent and national or ethnic origin 43 ”. This definition was conceived in the
context of the "Framework Decision on combating certain forms and expressions
of racism and xenophobia by means of criminal law44".

The hate speech online today is a phenomenon that is growing strongly, mainly
due to the new technologies that give access to new spaces for the spread of hate
speeches. On the majority of the web platform, from social networks to
newspapers websites, it is possible to leave a comment with opinions or thoughts
about the content. Although this should be used by users as a place for
constructive debate most of the time it becomes a place for violent situations.

In order to contain the hate speech online, the European Commission presented
a "Code of conduct on countering illegal hate speech online" on the 31st May
2016. The Commission has decided to collaborate with some platforms where
today hate speech is more diffused: Facebook, Microsoft, Twitter and YouTube.
These organisations have decided to commit themselves to take part on the
challenges of today's web violence, but how?
First of all, the IT companies have to establish “clear and effective process to
review notifications regarding illegal hate speech 45 ”, in this way the platforms
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tried to reduce access to this content. Alongside this first commitment, the IT
companies have engaged themselves to ensure guidelines to clearly indicate the
forbidden behaviours on their platforms. A second commitment taken by webbased technologies such as Facebook is to ensure the control of the notifications
sent by users when hate messages are identified. Finally, the partners undertake
to carry out these checks in less than 24 hours and where necessary to eliminate
the hateful contents.
The methodology used by these platforms has been agreed between several
websites, in this way it is possible to ensure a potential and a more effective
method against hate speech.
The use of this methodology was tested over a period of six weeks with twelve
organizations located in nine different EU countries. During this time 600
notifications of violence online were reviewed.
The results of this experiment were enough to identify where online hate is more
spread and to whom it is addressed the most. In a first moment, it has been
possible to classify the number of notifications and determined on which platform
they are practiced: 45% on Facebook, 27% on Twitter, 21% on YouTube and the
remaining 7% were on other platforms.

Figure 446
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The platforms where the hate speech online is practised have therefore been
identified, the experiment was also used to identify the minorities most affected.
Going in order: 23.7% antisemitism, 21% National origin, 20.2% Anti-Muslim
hatred, 13.7% for more varied reasons, 11.7% race and finally 9.5% for Ethnic
origin.

Figure 547

After identifying the various zones and minorities attacked the platforms
continued with the experiment by analysing the notifications and where it was
deemed necessary. The notifications received could be sent either by users
classified as normal or by “trusted reporters 48 ”, i.e. by people responsible for
reporting cases of hate speech online and tasked by the platforms.

One year after the experiment, a new report was published by the Commission,
the purpose was to highlight the progress made by using the methodology
promoted by the European Code of Conduct.
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The report highlighted improvements and progresses in the social media world, in
particular, greater efficiency and speed in evaluating user notifications.
Monitoring tools have been improved, specific company training has been created
on how to deal with situations of this kind, consequently increasing the quality of
notifications by users.
After this first success, the experiment has increased its range of applications by
involving various organizations located in different territories, this decision has
been conditioned by the continuous increase of these harmful messages. In fact,
in this case, the Italian Observatory Vox Diritti (Vox Rights), recorded an increase
from 2017 to 2018 of hate speech online of about 4% in a few months.

The collaboration between IT companies and political institutions determines and
confirms that today's hate speech online is a serious issue that needs to be
addressed if they want to ensure a space to spread free speech without fear of
being attacked.

In Italy, the cases of hate speech online are various to record these episodes is
VOX Diritti (Vox Rights), the Italian Observatory. In the last three years, it has
created the "Map of Intolerance", the aim is to show where and to whom the hate
is diffused in the Mediterranean country and in specific in which region is more
presents. The map is built in collaboration with the University of Milan, the
University of Bari, La Sapienza of Rome and the sociology department of the
Catholic University of Milan. The study is based on the identification of Tweets
composed of hatred words and to geolocalize them on the Italian territory. The
choice of using tweets spread on the Social Network Twitter by VOX is determined
by its characteristics: the opportunity to re-tweet a message creates a sense of
community on the web, the use of hashtags to express immediately and with few
words a mood helps understanding the attitude of the person toward a certain
message and finally the possibility to identify the geographical origin.
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This year the Observatory has seen changes in trends compared to the previous
two years, in fact, if previously the tweets were mainly focused on the
discrimination of people based on their sexual orientation today this rate has
decreased. The Observatory indicates that there are increasing discriminations
against mainly six groups: “women, homosexuals, immigrants, disabled people,
Jews and Muslims49”. The co-founder of VOX, Silvia Brena, states that one Italian
out of three share a hateful tweet against migrants, Jews and Muslims; she goes
on saying that hatred is principally concentrated on those who are considered
different. An interesting fact is that the concentration of discriminating tweets
towards migrants is lower in the Italian areas where the concentration of migrants
is highest.
The VOX website states that "the temperature of online hatred still remains high".
Vittorio Lingiardi, psychiatrist and psychoanalyst, a professor at the Faculty of
Medicine and the Psychology Sapienza University of Rome writes for the Italian
Observatory Vox that today on the network thanks to the anonymity the situations
of hate are increasing. On the site is proposed one final reflection elaborated by
Barbara Lucini, senior researcher Its time, Department of Sociology, Catholic
University of Milan, she claims that today you can witness a "polarization of vision
and conflict" this is based on "widespread and rooted prejudices" in the culture of
the country.

At the end of the report, the observatory inserted a part called "what to do" in
which it cites possible actions to be carried out in order to witness a change in this
situation. Among the guidelines to follow, he proposes to "start again from civic
education, rediscover the inclusive words, rediscover the founding values of the
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social pact at the base of our democracies 50”. Vox aims to "build a human-like
future51".

The fight against hate speech online can also receive some critics by users because
it might be confused as a barrier to free speech.
For instance, in January of this year in Germany was created a strong and
controversy law, the "Network Enforcement Act (NetzDG)". In the country, it was
feared that it could have an impact on the free expression of the citizens. The
functioning of this law is simple, it provides to the platforms 24 hours to remove
posts with illegal content, determined on the use of hateful, harmful and hatred
words, that has been reported or they might risk paying a fine up to a maximum
of € 50m.
Despite the goodwill of this law, the population and some of the German
newspapers have opposed asking for the immediate abolition of this code. On the
other hand, the ministry of justice, Heiko Mass defended the law from criticism by
stating that “Incitement to murder, threats, insults and incitement of the masses
or Auschwitz lies are not an expression of freedom of opinion but rather attacks
on the freedom of opinion of others 52”.

As published in a February article of the Washington Post “Determining what’s
legal speech and what’s not is a tricky task, especially when it comes to satire and
art53”. The article goes on and states that this classification of posts and comments
online should not be in the hands of private companies, as was the German law
mentioned above. In particular, it is stated the importance of not letting these
entities have the power to determine what is hate speech and what is free speech
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they would have direct control on one of the main rights of the citizen: freedom
of expression.

3.3.2 Tools and platforms available today against Hate Speech Online

Today the online platforms have at their disposal different systems to cope with
violent situations, among them, some of the most common methods are
algorithms employed in, machine learning and artificial intelligence.
An

article

published

in

August

2017

by

Wired

(https://www.wired.com/story/defining-hate-speech-online-is-imperfect-art-asmuch-as-science/) informs that Instagram, owned by Facebook, has introduced an
algorithm to eliminate comments from "trolls". The internet cases regarding
Trolling situation today are numerous, the trolls are defined by Wikipedia as "who
upset people on the Internet to distract and sow discord by posting inflammatory
or off-topic messages in an online community with the intent of provoking readers
into displaying emotional responses and normalizing tangential discussion,
whether for the trolls’ amusement or specific gain 54”.

Despite the widespread use of algorithms on the web last year during a workshop
organized by the Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society at Harvard University
(https://medium.com/berkman-klein-center/exploring-the-role-of-algorithms-inonline-harmful-speech-1b804936f279), Tarleton Gillespie, a researcher for
Microsoft explained that algorithms that are used today by some platforms such
as Twitter or Facebook, tend to create the "terrain" where hate speech online is
generated. He adds that despite the goodwill in the design of some algorithms
these can lead to the emergence of hate speech aggregates online, the article cites
the example of how a group of partisan actors tried to manipulate the political
54
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debate online by employing tools such as "trending algorithms". In addition,
algorithms tend to polarize online content.
The Wired article of 2017 "Defining 'Hate Speech' Online Is An Imperfect Art"
written by Davey Alba reports the fact that algorithms are imperfect tools that
need the presence of humans to ensure an optimal work.

The use of algorithms today is also supported by new tools.

For example, Perspective, “is an API that makes it easier to host better
conversations 55”. Perspective was created by Jigsaw an incubator characterized
by a core business focused on building technologies to address some of the global
security challenges that affect our planet today. In addition to this team,
Perspective was also created with Google's Counter Abuse Technology team.
This API based application, uses machine learning models that allow scoring the
comments posted based on what could be the impact perceived by those who
read or by the direct recipients of the message. This tool is made available to both
developers and publishers or to moderators to help them in the performance of
their work.
On the Perspective website, it is possible to experiment two of the methods of use
of this tool.

The first is a reading tool i.e. the platform has selected three themes often subject
to discussions and hate speech: Climate Change, Brexit and US Election. By
selecting one of these themes it will be possible to scroll through comments, that
were collected for the experiment and classified from the least toxic to the most
harmful. The second is a writing tool, in this case, the platform offers a blank sheet
where you can try to enter a word or phrase, this will be evaluated and providing
a score that will highlight the fact of being perceived as toxic or not.

55
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These two applications of this tool, in both cases, are presented in a simple way
showing immediate results at the time the user inserts the word. The page is
designed with linear figures and the results of the different experiments are made
available to the user immediately, this makes understanding the presence of
messages of hatred faster and easier.

Finally, Perspective has already been tested by different platforms:
•

Wikipedia, which is trying to identify cases of attacks on those contributing
to the platform

•

The New York Times seeks to expand the discussion within his community
through an "open source moderation tool"

•

The Economist, modified its comment platform, seeks to promote
exchange and debate among its readers but of high quality

•

The Guardian, this platform tries to understand how to improve and
moderate the part of comments made available to users and how to create
a safe space for discussion with readers and journalists.

Another tool is Moderator developed by the group of "creative technologists" of
Instrument. Moderator is a system that “uses machine learning to significantly
increase the efficiency of human moderation56”. The team of Instrument worked
with The New York Times and Alphabet's Jigsaw in building this tool as he believes
that "Keeping online conversation constructive requires moderation, which takes
time57”. The idea of collaborating with The New York Times was conveyed from
the fact that the newspaper was responsible for moderating every comment on
the platform manually, this action covered a small portion of the comments, for
about 10%. The decision to implement the site with Moderator allowed The New
York Times to increase efficiency and allowed moderators to be able to operate
on most of the published articles. Moderator is also composed of Perspective, the
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API just described. The combination of these two allowed to evaluate and classify
the various comments according to a score determined by the Jigsaw API. Once
the comment was assigned a vote, the staff received a notification from
Moderator, after which it was up to the staff to accept or reject the Moderator
results. Thanks to the feedback provided by the tool, the API has been improved.
The use of this tool was considered fruitful by The New York Times who had the
opportunity to improve their comments analysis process and therefore to make
the flow of comments richer and more constructive.

Today, hate speech online is an increasingly widespread phenomenon that
requires the attention of the major online platforms as well as institutions. Thanks
to some tools today this challenge seems a bit easier, but there is still a lot to do.

3.3.3 The development of a platform based on the Nudging Theory to influence
and try to reduce the Hate Speech Online

This chapter focuses on the study of how the Nudge Theory can be applied online
to alleviate the phenomenon of hate speech online. This attempt has been
effectively carried out by creating two online webpages with the CMS (content
management system) WordPress aiming at persuading internet users in not using
toxic or hate speech.
The first page is structured by using the Nudging theory, and I took inspiration by
some of the applications already used by online platforms and in offline contexts.
The second one, instead, has been created to vehiculate the same information but
without the use of the technique developed by Thaler. The groups of users
exploring the two webpages are different and their “reaction” are indirectly
measured and compared with an online questionnaire proposed at the end of
each individual visit.
The aim behind the creation of two different platforms is to investigate the
reaction of people, that will examine the platforms, and to record the opinion on
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the effectiveness of this application helped by comparison of two web-based
technologies designed using different methods. As mentioned, in order to give
people, the opportunity to express their opinion on whether they are persuaded
or not from the platform, people will answer to questionnaires.

For the creation of the platform, I have used the circular process developed by
Christoph Schneider, Markus Weinmann, Jan vom Brocke and described in the
article "Digital Nudging: Guiding Online User Choices through Interface Design",
described in the chapter 3.1.
The first phase is defining the goal, in my case, the key objective is trying to
influence people in not spreading hate messages online. Another purpose of this
two-platform test is to understand if through the use of the Nudging theory it is
possible to persuade people to adopt a better conduct on the web.
The second phase, on the other hand, is to understand users. In this specific case,
I cannot define with certainty the target and the people that will inspect the
platform, but I have hypothesized that the majority of the people surveyed are
going to be Italian. Therefore, I have developed a part of the website based on this
assumption.
The third phase concerns perhaps one of the most important steps: the design of
the nudge. Since the theory of Nudging does not yet involve strong online
applications to inspire, I tried to use different techniques, either from the online
or offline world.
The fourth and final phase is the nudge test. In this case, the examination of the
successful outcome of this platform will be only after and will be described in the
final chapter in which the final conclusions will be drawn.

Now let's move on to the description of the first platform characterized by the use
of the Nudging theory. For convenience, I will call it Platform 1 (it is available at
this URL: https://nudginghatespeech.wordpress.com/).
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The chosen structure includes four articles, they are published on the home page
and therefore easy to access. The first article is named "DO NOT SPREAD THE HATE
ONLINE". The choice of this title recalls the message mentioned in chapter 2.3,
during a rock festival in Chicago, Lollapalooza, a message was displayed "drink
more water" and urged the public to remain hydrated. I was inspired by this
message trying to direct people towards the most appropriate behaviour, once
again I want to clarify that this nudge is not mandating anyone only nudging.

The article opens with the following phrase "Every day thousands of people who
see this page decides to change their attitude on the web." This was inspired by
the English website that tried to increase the registrations for organ donation and
that claimed that "Every day thousands of people who see this page decides to
register". Pushing the people to adopt a certain attitude with the use of the social
influence nudge.
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Later I decided to present the page by showing the desired behaviour with a series
of positive and emphatic tweets. This decision was conditioned by the experiment
carried out by the Danish researcher Sill Krukow on the beaches in Denmark,
presented in the chapter 2.1.2, in which she displayed clearly how to behave
rather than the forbidden actions. Therefore, this choice is supported by the fact
that sometimes it is possible to have a stronger impact on people if you say what
they are supposed to do rather than saying what they are not.

Scrolling the page, then, it is possible to identify a second component, the "meremeasurement effect". In this case, I have asked to the visitors "Do you want to be
like them?". The "them" refers to the hateful tweets displayed just below this
inquiry. The "mere-measurement effect" states that by asking people what they
want, it is possible to increase the possibility to modify the behaviour in relation
to the answer given. Therefore, the intention is to ask if they want to be compared
to the authors of the messages of hate shown, ideally the answer would be
negative. More details about this Nudge in chapter 2.2.1.
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The second article is entitled "DETAILING HATE THE SPEECH ONLINE: A CASE
STUDY IN ITALY". During the development of this part I kept in mind the fact that
using witnesses or quotes from experts it is possible to improve the credibility and
reputation of a person, site, product or service. But using "well-placed statistics"
allows using the authority nudge, considered one of the most powerful nudges.

Following this reasoning, I decided to enter the data and estimates made by Italian
Observatory VOX Diritti (Vox Rights) and quoting their name and also the Code of
Conduct written by the European Commission, in order to ensure a stronger
authoritarian effect.
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At this point I decided to follow the method used by the website "lifegoeson.com",
which can be found in chapter 2.2.2, the American site starts by describing the
number of people in need of an organ in America and then to ensure a stronger
impact on the population it specifies the number of people who need an organ
transplant it in the state where lifegoeson.com operates, in that specific case,
Illinois. Following this strategy, I decided to present graphs created by the Italian
Observatory Vox Diritti (Vox Rights) to bring "the problem directly at home". By
using this technique, I wanted to provide the visitors with a detailed insight on the
diffusion of the hate and therefore, try to sensibilise the users.

In this page is used again the authority nudge, in fact, it is possible to see that by
the fact that I preferred to use data and numbers rather than words, as well as the
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use of visual tools instead of long description, since I wanted to help the visitors
to form independently a reflection on the page visited.

The third article is named called "HELP TO CLEAN THE INTERNET AND GET TO
SAFER PLACE TO NAVIGATE AND MUCH MORE…".

In this article the nudges used are the incentives. In a first moment the website
displays a series of benefits that the visitor would get by removing any type of hate
speech from the web.

In order to increase the potential of the incentive nudge on the platform it has
been insert a non-abstract benefit for the visitors by pretending to launch a
European Campaign. In this experiment I asked to the users to send the
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screenshots of online posts or conversations and show how they fight the Hate
Speech on the web, in exchange of their contribution they would benefit of a
discount code to use on any e-commerce platform.
The use of incentive Nudge, like this one, normally should increase the
participation in the fight against Hate Speeches.

The fourth and last article is "CLICK HERE TO START LIVING IN A FREE-HATE ONLINE
WORLD". By creating this article, I have used and followed the rule discussed
earlier and introduced by the American Nudge Unit in 2015, according to which
presenting information in a simple and clear way allows the possibility to increase
the adhesion to projects.
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For this reason, the use of a simple phrase and of an image of footprints to indicate
the direction to follow to reach the main message push the person to the centre
of the page in a simple and immediate way.
The use of the footsteps has been inspired by some uses made in the offline world:
in some supermarkets, the use of arrows on the ground to orientate the
consumers towards the main offers or in some tourist centres to guide visitors to
the city's major attractions.

This element would direct the visitors towards 5 steps, which were defined by
Twitter (http://www.stoppinghate.getthetrollsout.org/) and that suggests how to
behave in order to counter hateful tweets. The 5 steps are presented in a simple
and linear way and with the use of several visual tools rather than a long text. This
approach was inspired by the Danish Tax website discussed in chapter 2.1.2, in
which words have been replaced by images, choice that has increased the visits
on the Danish webpage of about 20,000 visitants in only seven months.
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In this second part, I will briefly describe the second platform where there is no
use of forms of Nudging. For convenience, I will call it Platform 2
(https://againsthatespeech.wordpress.com/).

The first article unlike the Platform 1 is titled: "HATEFUL TWEETS". In this case, I
did not use a headline that tried to orient the people towards a specified direction
but only to describe the content of the page. In the first article, there are displayed
only negative tweets, providing a series of examples of what hate speech online
is. By using this method, I am trying to evaluate the possibility to orient the choice
of the visitors by showing the hoped attitude rather than the forbidden one.
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The second article headline is "WHAT IS HATE SPEECH ONLINE?". In this
illustration, I am trying to provide a description of this phenomenon and the
diffusion in Italy, as I had tried to do on Platform 1 but in a different way. In fact, I
have used only words to explain the hate speech rather than with visual tools, such
as graphs or numbers. Therefore, I am not exploiting the anchoring nudge or
rather the well-placed statistics to convince and help people understand this
challenge.
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"WHY IS RELEVANT TO CREATE A BETTER INTERNET?" Is the third article on the
platform without Nudge.

The reasoning behind this article is the same used in Platform 1: the incentive
Nudge. However, even if the incentives presented are the same used previously,
the difference relies on the type of incentives offered, which are only abstract. By
pretending, again, to launch a European Campaign the site is asking to the visitors
to participate but this time it is not offering any kind of discount code for the ecommerce website. The goal here is to evaluate if, by offering a certain non-
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abstract incentive is possible to obtain the same outcome it would get a platform
that is offering a concrete reward.

The fourth article "DISCOVER HOW TO START LIVING IN A FREE HATE ONLINE
WORLD" is created by using a "classic method" in the sense that the steps to follow
to eliminate hate speech on web-based platforms are presented with a text rather
than with a series of images and short sentences. I tried not to create points that
would make the reading and the understanding of the text immediate by the
person, instead this method demands an effort from the users (to go through the
whole page to get the main information).
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3.3.4 Results obtained and conclusions

In this last chapter, I will analyse the results obtained in the two questionnaires
answered by the visitors of the two platforms presented in chapter 3.3.3. The
purpose of the two questionnaires was to evaluate the effectiveness of the
application of the Nudging theory online.

The results obtained through the two surveys are going to be compared to report
a series of conclusions and determine which site has been more persuasive to raise
awareness about hate speech online.

To make the reading of the outcomes instant and straightforward, the results of
the questionnaires are going to be presented in the form of graphs, directly taken
from

the

site

on

which

they

were

created:

SurveyMonkey

(https://it.surveymonkey.com/).

The surveys were presented to the participant of the experiment, as usability
questionnaires and the Nudging Theory was not mentioned, in this way the users
were not conditioned during the evaluation.
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The questionnaires remained online for a period of 10 days, during this time the
answers obtained were 60, respectively 33 on the platform created with the
Nudging Theory and 27 on the website developed without it.
Both surveys were composed of seven questions that were identical. Among the
seven questions, three invited the visitors to evaluate the ease of navigation on
the platform, while the other four focused on the examination of the persuasion
of the website. The visitors were requested to answer on a Likert scale ranging
from 1 to 7, where 1 corresponded to "strongly disagree" and 7 to "totally agree".

The seven questions are the following:
1. How easy was to navigate on the platform?
2. How much has the content of the website convinced you that it is better
not to publish message of hate online?
3. In your opinion, in Italy, how much is common the hate speech online?
4. How much the chosen colours and images have made the visit on the
platform more enjoyable?
5. How much would you be willing to participate in the European campaign
and send screenshots of online posts to clean up the internet from hate?
6. How much clear are the steps and the behaviour to follow to reduce the
hate speech online?
7. How much the distribution of the articles made the reading easier?

The three questions on usability are the first, the fourth and the seventh. The
results of these questions are not going to be reported in this document, since
they are not related to the purpose of this thesis.

Now, I will focus on examining the four questions and I will analyse the results
obtained.
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Question: How much has the content of the website convinced you that it is better
not to publish message of hate online?

The first question is used to determine if the use of Nudges in the composition of
the text, the content and the manner in which the components of the pages are
presented are suitable to guide people to adopt a certain attitude online and
therefore not to spread hate messages. Through this question, I also wanted to
assess if by showing to the visitors what they are supposed to do and behave
online rather than showing the forbidden attitude it is possible to witness a
stronger impact on the people.

Results obtained on the "Fighting Hate Speech Online" platform composed of tools
created with the Nudging theory.

The outcomes obtained in the first graph:
• 54,55% totally agree
• 18.18% agree
• 12.12% more or less agree
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• 9,09% neutral
• 6.06% disagree
• 0% for both the “strongly disagree” and for the “more or less disagree” options

Results obtained on the "Against Hate Speech" platform, devoid of elements
attributable to the Nudging theory.

The second chart reported the following results:
• 22.22% totally agree
• 33.33% agree
• 33.33% more or less agree
• 7.41% neutral
• 3.70% strongly disagree
• 0% for both the “disagree” and the “more or less disagree” options

The results obtained show different outcomes from which it is possible to
determine that the content vehiculated with the Nudging theory, has been
evaluated more convincing, prompting people to understand that adopting a
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correct attitude on the web is the best option. The platform developed without
the Nudging Theory instead has registered a series of results that were less
convinced.
More than 50% of the visitors of the platform with the Nudging Theory have totally
agreed with the question, instead the number of people on this line amount only
to 22,22% on the plain platform.
By considering only these two answers, is already possible to determine that by
showing firstly the preferred behaviour to the people and not the forbidden one,
the visitors have been persuaded better.

Question: In your opinion, in Italy, how much is common the hate speech online?

The question aimed at determining whether the use of the authority's nudge
which employs graphs, statistics as well as “bringing the problem home” and
therefore focusing on the country of the main target of the survey, can increase
the effectiveness of a website.

Results obtained on the "Fighting Hate Speech Online" platform composed of tools
created with the Nudging theory.
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In detail the results obtained are:
• 36.36% totally agree
• 33.33% agree
• 18.18% more or less agree
• 9.09% is neutral
• 3.03% more or less disagree
• 0% for both the “disagree” and the “strongly disagree” preferences (e.g. 1 and
2 in the graph)

Results obtained on the "Against Hate Speech" platform, without the
implementation of elements attributable to the Nudging theory.

The visitors of this platform responded:
• 22.22% totally agree
• 14.81% agree
• 33.33% more or less agree
• 18.52% is neutral
• 11.11% more or less disagree
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Once again, the website composed by Nudges was evaluated more persuasive.
The number of people who are in total agreement with the question is greater
than with respect to the platform where the Nudging theory is absent.
Both the first questionnaire and the second one, however, received negative
responses but, the number of people who are partially in disagreement with the
statement is greater on the website without the Nudging theory. In fact, the
number of users in the neutral range on the Nudged platform is less than 10%,
while on the plain platform the percentage is almost 20%.
The use of graphs and the idea to “bring the problem home” was useful. By
considering these outcomes is possible to affirm that the participants were able
to reflect on the situation in their own home country.
The number of people less convinced about this type of Nudges are less than the
5% on the total, therefore is possible to conclude that the implementation of the
Thaler's theory in an online environment has been effective.

Question: How much would you be willing to participate in the European
campaign and send screenshots of online posts to clean up the internet from hate?

The question seeks to understand if with the use of Incentives as Nudges, such as
benefits, it is possible to direct people's choices.

Results obtained on the "Fighting Hate Speech Online" platform composed of tools
created with the Nudging theory.
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List of registered results:
• 18.18% totally agree
• 27.27% agree
• 27.27% more or less agree
• 6.06% is neutral
• 12.12% more or less disagree
• 6.06% disagreement
• 3.03% strongly disagree

Results obtained on the "Against Hate Speech" platform, devoid of elements
attributable to the Nudging theory
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On this platform, visitors responded:
• 14.81% totally agree
• 14.81% agree
• 11.11% more or less agree
• 29.63% is neutral
• 22.22% more or less disagree
• 7.41% strongly disagree
• 0% disagree

The recorded results are very interesting. On both websites, it has been promoted
an imaginary European campaign against hate speech online which invited the
visitors to send the screenshot of their experiences of acting as “fighters” against
the phenomenon. Only on the platform where the Nudging Theory was used, it
was offered a discount code in exchange of the screenshots. On the plain platform,
instead, it was only promoted the campaign without any benefit for the users.
The results show that on the platform where a concrete incentive was used, the
discount code, only 18.18% strongly agree and therefore would be totally willing
to participate. The number is very close to the one obtained on the platform
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without Nudges on which 14.81 % totally agree and would be willing to participate
even without obtaining an incentive.
27,27% of the visitors of the website with Nudges “agree” and “more or less
agree” with the question and would be participating to the awareness campaign.
On the plain website, however, the highest number equal to 29.63% and it
corresponds to the neutral range of answers, since it is located between "more or
less agree" and "more or less disagree". This result could underline the lack of
willingness to participate in the campaign.
Despite these results, the number of negative responses remains high on both
platforms. The site that features a higher number of opposing replies remains the
one without Nudges, where about 30% of visitors disagrees. On the nudged
platform, the number of negative answers is higher than 20%. These results, once
again, are in favour of the platform with the Nudging theory but only slightly, the
use of incentives has not been a great success.

Question: How much clear are the steps and the behaviour to follow to reduce
the hate speech online?

The last question inquiries the use of simplicity, clarity and graphic elements like
images rather than texts to increase the effectiveness of a platform.

Results obtained on the "Fighting Hate Speech Online" platform composed of tools
created with the Nudging theory.
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The results are:
• 36.36% totally agree
• 30.30% agree
• 18.18% more or less agree
• 12.12% is neutral
• 3.03% more or less disagree
• 0% for both “disagree” and “strongly disagree”

Results obtained on the "Against Hate Speech" platform devoid of elements
attributable to the theory of Nudging.
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The chart shows the following results:
• 3.70% totally agree
• 25.93% agree
• 40.74% more or less agree
• 14.81% is neutral
• 11.11% more or less disagree
• 3.70% disagree
• 0% for the strongly disagree option

The highest result obtained on the platform with the Nudges was 36.36% on the
option "totally agree" a number not far from the one obtained on the plain
website on the choice "more or less agree" of 40.74%. Thanks to these two results
is possible to immediately underline the fact that the use of simple forms and
images has been more successful and more persuasive than a long article.
This conclusion is also supported by the high number obtained in the
questionnaire about the website without the Nudging theory, since almost 15%
does not agree with the sentence and 14,81% is neutral, which means that the
people where not impressed by the way the content was shown.
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On the website “Fighting Hate Speech”, which is composed of small Nudges
instead, less than 5% is “more or less agreeing” with the inquiry and 12,12% are in
the neutral zone which once again means that they were not nudged plenty.
Nevertheless, the high number of participants that were agreeing with the
question underline the fact that by using simple forms it is possible to persuade
better the users and therefore raise awareness on the topic under discussion.

Through this analysis and the data obtained it is possible to state that the use of
the Nudging theory in the new environments online and in particular in new
contexts, like the one in this case study on the Hate Speech Online, is feasible.
Nevertheless, from the results and from the previous chapters, it has emerged
that this field needs a greater research and consolidation of the best techniques
to use to exploit the potential of this persuasive theory.

As stated in the article of "Communication ACM", in the chapter 3.1, Digital
Nudging is not yet spread to its full potential. The use of this theory online could
strongly increase the effectiveness of many platforms in both the public and
private sectors, by improving the results of organizations, companies and
individuals.

I would like to conclude my thesis, with the hope of being able to witness a major
diffusion of the Nudging theory online in the future and in particular with the
hope, that it will be used to direct people towards choices that, as the title of the
book by Richard H. Thaler and Cass R. Sunstein states, can improve their health,
wealth and happiness.
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